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6. Date of Next Meeting: 
 
23 July 2012 
3 September 2012  22 October 2012 
3 December 2012  21 January 2013 
4 March 2013   22 April 2013 
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Access Selby Board 

MINUTES 
 
Date:  16 April 2012 
Time:  5pm 
Place: Boardroom, Civic Centre, Doncaster Road, Selby, YO8 9FT 
 
Present: Councillor Inness (BI) (Chair); Councillor Pound (AP); Councillor Shaw-

Wright, Deputy Chief Executive (JL); Managing Director Access Selby 
(MS) and Peter Williams (PW) 

 
Attending: Executive Director - S151 (KI); Director of Business Services (JB); and 

Richard Besley (RB) 
 
 
Item Business Action 
1. Apologies for Absence 

 
None 
 

 
 
 

2. Minutes of the Previous Meeting.  
 
The Board received the minutes from the meeting of 13 
February 2012.  
 
DECISION:  Minutes are confirmed as a correct record. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

3. 
 
3.i 

Work Programme Items: 
 
Interim Access Selby Financial Results to 31 March 
2012 
 
Presented by the Executive Director (s151) the Board were 
informed that the report is subject to change. This was the 
start of the Accounts process and can be adjusted. 
 
The Director reported a successful year with Access Selby in 
profit. 
 
Although there was some carry forward for the LDF it was not 
likely to be carried any further forward. 
 
The board were directed to two of the appendices. Appendix 
B showed the carry over projects, notably the Airey Housing 
and Appendix C recorded the savings target had been 
achieved and that the HRA target had also been achieved. 
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The Director reported that the Accounts should be finalised by 
May and the final out-turn figures would be available by June. 
 
DECISION:  The report was endorsed. 
 

3.ii Interim Access Selby key performance Indicator Report 
to 31 March 2012 
 
The Managing Director presented the report that again 
showed the trend of continued improvement with 14 green 
flags, only 1 amber flag and no red flags. 
 
With the year end Officers have studied indicators to consider 
usefulness and questioned the current format in driving the 
business forward. 
 
The Chair wished to thank all involved for their work over 
Access Selby’s first year. 
 
DECISION:  The report was noted. 
 

 
 
 

3.iii Access Selby Board Strategic Work Programme 
2012/13 
 
The Director of Business Services presented the 2012/13 
Work Programme to the Board. 
 
The Work Programme had been developed from the Business 
Plan adopted by the Board at the March meeting and maps all 
items to Business managers and Lead Officers. It forms the 
strategic plan for Access Selby and the Management team are 
now looking at timings for the Project plan. 
 
The Board were reminded of the Goals set for the year at a 
recent development session: 
 

• Keep up our level of achievement on financial targets 
and KPIs as set out in SLA. 

• Continue to develop our culture 
• Develop our community officers program 
• Aim to have more than one major client by April 2013 
• Each section of the business to bring forward at least 

one new business idea which can generate income by 
Autumn  

• Continue to develop our relationship with Executive 
• Develop Governance arrangements 
• Develop Access Selby Model  
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The Chair questioned if the Programme was ambitious and 
challenged Officers to look at specific projects. 
 
It was noted that the Commercial & Marketing Strategy was 
coming to the Board in June. 
 
Peter William felt the Programme inwardly looking rather than 
externally focused and the Board now needed to consider 
marketing opportunities. He felt that the priorities in year 1 
were right but it was now time to push on. 
 
The Board asked that officers bring to the December meeting 
a revenue raising project with business plan. 
 
DECISION:  The report was noted. 
 

3.iv Service Level Agreement 
 
The revised SLA was presented back to the Board after 
having been discussed by the Scrutiny Committee and passed 
by the Executive. 
 
DECISION:  The report was noted. 
 

 

4. 
 
4.i 

Any other Business 
 
The Deputy Chief Executive informed the Board that the 
Council had been short-listed for a Municipal Journal Award in 
the category – Workforce Transformation; and that in the top 
category – Best Achieving Council, Selby had been highly 
commended. 
The Board welcomed that the work done at Selby was being 
recognised and felt that Access Selby should further promote 
their achievements with a public launch of the Annual Report. 
 

 

5. 
 

Next meetings of Access Selby Board 
 
11 June 2012   23 July 2012 
3 September 2012  22 October 2012 
3 December 2012   21 January 2013 
4 March 2013   22 April 2013 
 

 
 
 

 
The meeting closed at 6.25pm. 
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Agenda Item No:   3.   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
To:  Access Selby Board 
Date: 11th June 2012 
Author: John Barnett; Audit Manager; VNY   
Lead Officer: Karen Iveson; Executive Director (s151 Officer) 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title:   Annual Internal Audit Report 2011/2012 
 
Summary: The purpose of the report is to present the Internal Audit 

Annual Report for 2011/2012.  That report is prepared by 
Veritau North Yorkshire (VNY), based on work carried out by 
the North Yorkshire Audit Partnership (NYAP) during the 
period April 2011 to March 2012.   

 
Recommendations: 
 
That the Board recommend the Annual Internal Audit Report 2011/12 for 
approval by the Audit Committee. 
 
1. Introduction and background 
 
1.1. The provision of Internal Audit is a statutory requirement (Accounts & 

Audit Regulations). 
 
1.2. Compliance with established Internal Audit Codes of Practice (CIPFA; 

IIA) require that the Audit Committee are provided with an annual 
report setting out the work done by internal audit, and that such a 
report contains an overall opinion of the Internal Control Framework 

 
2. The Report 
 
2.1 The purpose of the report is to provide a statement of assurance 

regarding the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control 
system; and a summary of the internal audit work carried out during 
the year to 31 March 2012.  The Statement of Assurance that will 
support the Annual Governance Statement (AGS) which forms part of 
the Council’s Financial Statements. 

 
2.2 Within the report there is also a summary of the audit opinions for the 

individual audits completed in the year, to support the overall opinion. 
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It also includes a synopsis of the performance of the Partnership in 
delivering internal audit to Selby DC. 

 
2.3 The Audit Partnership carried out it’s work in accordance with the 

Cipfa Code of Practice for Internal Audit in Local Government.   
 
2.4 There is no direct linkage to any of the Council’s Priorities, as internal 

audit is a support service, which provides internal control and activity 
assurance to Directors on the operation of their services, and 
specifically to the Council’s S151 Officer on financial systems. 

 
3. Legal/Financial Controls and other Policy matters 
 
3.1. Legal Issues 
 

(a.) None. 
 

3.2. Financial Issues 
 

(a.) None. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
4.1. The review provides an overall opinion and assurance that given all 

the circumstances pertaining with the Internal Control Environment in 
Access Selby during 2011/12 to date that is considered as a 
‘satisfactory standard’ was achieved.   

 
5. Background Documents 

 
Contact Officer:  John Barnett; Audit Manager; Veritau North 

Yorkshire;  
John.barnett@veritau.co.uk  

  01757/292281 
 
 Roman Pronyszyn; Client Relationship 

Manager; Veritau 
 roman.pronyszyn@veritau.co.uk 
 

Appendices: -  Annual Internal Audit Report 2011/2012 - North 
Yorkshire Audit Partnership 
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Selby DC 
June 2012 

 
2011/12 ~ No. of Audits completed (by audit opinion)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Unsound

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Good

Very Good

Opinion : The Control Environment is operating "satisfactory standard"
 

 
Audit Manager :     John Barnett 
Client Relationship Manager:    Roman Pronyszyn  
Head of Internal Audit:   Max Thomas 
 
Circulation list:             Members Audit Committee 

             Chief Executive 
         Executive Director (s151 Officer) 
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1 011 and 

n 
 identify any issues 

relevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance Statement. 

2 

ice transferred 
to Veritau North Yorkshire Ltd. (VNY), which is part of the Veritau group. 

3 
ar Internal Audit Plan approved by the Audit and Governance 

Committee in April 2011. 

 
4 

activities of the Council.  The main areas of internal audit activity included: 

  

e new 

 
as 

ly 

as 

ry” (risks around disaster recovery and physical and 
environmental controls). 

has been 

 properly implemented.  The areas reviewed are 
highlighted in Appendix A.  

g 

 
 

Background 
 

The work of internal audit is governed by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2
the CIPFA Code of Practice for Internal Audit in Local Government (2006).  In 
accordance with the Code of Practice, the Head of Internal Audit is required to report to 
those charged with governance the findings of audit work, provide an annual opinion o
the effectiveness of the Council’s internal control environment and

 
During the year April 2011 to March 2012 the Council’s internal audit service was 
provided by the North Yorkshire Audit Partnership (NYAP). From 1st April 2012, NYAP 
was dissolved and responsibility for the provision of the internal audit serv

 
Audit work was undertaken across all of the Council’s services and activities in 
accordance with a three ye

 
 

Internal Audit Work Carried Out 2011/12 

During the 2011/12 year internal audit work was carried out across the full range of 

 
o Material Systems; work in this area provides both assurance to Selby DC and 

helps support the work of external audit (thus reducing the external audit fee).
During the year, twelve material systems were reviewed, all apart from three 
were rated as “Good” or “Very Good”.  Benefits, Council House Repairs and 
Asset Management were rated as “satisfactory” (the establishment of th
Council structure led to a number of control weaknesses in key areas). 

o Cyclical Audit; this represents the bulk of the internal audit programme.  One
system was rated as “very good” and five systems as “good”.  Insurance w
deemed to be “satisfactory” (risks around contract documentation, claims 
reporting and asset valuations); ICT 10/11 was “satisfactory” (risks main
around web usage and management); Performance Management was 
“satisfactory” (risks around the usage and management of the Covalent 
system). Property Rentals was rated as “unsatisfactory” (management of the 
system was poor uncollected debt was not rigorously enforced); Stores w
“unsatisfactory” (management of the Stores system was poor); and ICT 
2011/12 was “unsatisfacto

 
o Follow Up; this work covers those audits where significant risk 

identified and is intended to provide assurance that the agreed 
recommendations are being

 
o Support to the Audit & Governance Committee; this was mainly ongoing 

through our support and advice to members.  We have assisted by facilitatin
the attendance at Committee of managers to respond directly to members 
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 Contractor Assessment;  this work involved supporting the assurance 
 the 

nt 
group meetings in order ensure that where there are proposed changes and 

ed 
which could lead to the Council being exposed.   

 
arried out during the year. 

5. 

 
6 audit opinion 

associated with the audits completed.  This section of the annual report focuses on 
t Partnership specifically against 
 Council.   

 

 
7 AP internal audit work was conducted in accordance with both mandatory standards 

and good practice contained within the CIPFA Code of Practice for Internal Audit in Local 
e states 

that: 
 

"The rganisation should:  

 and effectiveness of the 
organisation’s internal control environment, 

questions and concerns over the audit reports and the actions that mana
are taking to implement agreed recommendations.   

 
o

process by using financial reports obtained from D&B in order to confirm
financial robustness of contractors.  

 
o Risk Management; during the year NYAP facilitated the Council’s risk 

Management process and advised Access Selby on their processes.    
 
o Systems Development; Internal Audit attended a number of developme

new ways of delivering services, that the control environment is not overlook

o Investigations; No special investigations were c
 

 
The chart below shows the spread of audit assignments. 

Audit coverage by type
(no. of audits)

31%

54%

11%
4% 0%

Managed audit 31%

Cyclical audit 54%

Value Added audit1%

Follow ups 4%

Investigations 0%

Appendix A shows the final table of audit work carried out, and the 

measuring the performance of the North Yorkshire Audi
the delivery of the internal audit service to Selby District

Audit Opinion and Assurance Statement 

All NY

Government.  In connection with the report to an Audit Committee, the guidanc

Head of Internal Audit’s formal annual report to the o

(a) include an opinion on the overall adequacy
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elevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance 
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Audit function 
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rnal Audit need to be considered for inclusion in the Annual Governance 
Statement. 

 

(b) disclose any qualifications to that opinion, 

(c) present a summary of the audit work undertaken to formulate th
opinion, 
bodies, 

(d) draw attention to any issues the Head of Internal Audit judges 
particularly r
Statement, 

(e) compare work actually undertaken with the work that was plan
and summarise the performance of the Internal 
against its performance measures and criteria, 

(f) comment on compliance with these standards and communicat
the results of the Internal Audit quality assurance programme. 

 
The overall opinion of the Head of Internal Audit on the controls operated in Selby District
Council is that they were of a satisfactory standard (this is further expanded below 
detailing the main areas for which assurance is provided).  There are no qualifications to 
that opinion.  No reliance was placed on the work of other assurance bodies in reaching
this opinion.  There are no significant control related issues which, in the opinion of the 
Head of Inte

 

 
The Assurance: 

Risk Management 

 

bedded Risk Management arrangements within 

n 

d understanding of the benefits of Performance 

The Council has em
the organisation.   

The acquisition of Performance Management software has give
added impetus to the process, and probably facilitate a wider 
acceptance an
Management. 

Governance  opinion that the Corporate Our work this year leads us to the overall
Governance arrangements are sound.    

Internal Control 

  
completed had a ‘very good’, ‘good’ or ‘satisfactory’ 

s 
e is no reason to believe that the 

systems are other than sound. 

Our overall opinion is that the internal controls within the financial 
systems in operation throughout the year are fundamentally sound. 
(85% of audits 
audit opinion.) 

This is based upon our examination of the key financial systems as 
part of the managed audit approach, and the other financial 
systems that were actually audited.  On that basis and our previou
experience and knowledge ther
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Appendix A 
Table of 2011/12 audit assignments completed 

Audit Report Opinions 2011/12
4

11

7

4 0

very good good satisfactory unsatisfactory unsound

 
 

Audit Status  

Material Systems (AC definition)  

Benefits Completed - Satisfactory 

Council House Repairs Completed – Satisfactory 

Council Tax Completed - Good 

Creditors Completed – Satisfactory 

Debtors Completed – Very Good 

General Ledger Completed – Very Good 

Housing Rents Completed – Good 

Income (Cash Receipting) System Completed – Good 

NNDR Completed – Good 

Treasury Management Completed – Very Good 

Capital Accounting/Asset Management Completed – Good/Satisfactory 

Payroll Completed - Good 

  

2011/12 Audit plan work  

Homelessness Accommodation Completed – Very Good 

Benefit Fraud (inc NFI) Completed - Good 

Taxi Licensing Completed - Good 

Insurance Completed - Satisfactory 

Property Rentals Completed - Unsatisfactory 

Vehicle Management Completed - Good 

Parks & Rec Grounds – Enterprise Contract Completed - Good 

Stores Completed - Unsatisfactory 
Recycling & Waste Management – Enterprise 
Contract Completed – Good/Unsatisfactory 

ICT 2010/11 Completed – Satisfactory (draft) 

ICT 2011/12 Completed – Unsatisfactory (draft) 

K:\Committee Share\Committees and Boards\SDV BOARD\ACCESS SELBY BOARD 2012-13\1. 11.06.2012\Reports\3. AS Appendix 
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Audit Status  

Performance Management/Data Quality Completed - Satisfactory 

Development Policy Deferred 

Environment Health – Service Provision Deferred 

Risk Management Process Deferred 

  

Follow Ups: 2011/12 Audits  

Debtors 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
6 recommendations implemented; 
1 recommendation not implemented 

Council Tax 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
2 recommendations partially implemented; 
2 recommendations not implemented 

Creditors 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
3 recommendations implemented; 
1 recommendation partially implemented 

Benefits 

Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
3 recommendations implemented; 
1 recommendation partially implemented; 
1 recommendation not implemented 

Income 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
3 recommendations implemented;  
1 recommendation partially implemented 

NNDR 

Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
2 recommendations implemented;  
2 recommendations partially implemented; 
2 recommendations not implemented 

Council House Repairs 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
1 recommendation not yet due; 
2 recommendations not implemented 

General Ledger Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
1 recommendation implemented 

Insurance 

Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
2 recommendations implemented; 
2 recommendations partially implemented; 
1 recommendation not implemented 

Property Rentals 
Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
3 recommendations implemented;  
3 recommendations not implemented 

Stores Completed – Action plan recommendations: - 
9 recommendations implemented 
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Agenda Item No:    4. 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To: Access Selby Board 
Date: 11 June 2012 
Author: Kevin Ross – Senior Finance Officer 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
  
Title:  Financial Results to 31 March 2012 
   
Summary: 
  
 This report is to update the Access Selby Board with the final year end trading 

results and details of major variations between budgeted and actual expenditure 
and income for the 2011/12 financial year. 

  
Recommendation: 
  
  
i. The Board endorse the actions of officers and note the contents of the 

report. 
  
ii. Confirm the carry forwards and request to Executive for approval. 
  
iii Note the transfer of the £263k General Fund surplus to an earmarked 

‘Access Selby Reserve’ and the transfer of £373k HRA Surplus to ‘HRA 
Balances (Access Selby)’. 

  
  
Reasons for recommendation 
  
 To ensure that budget variances are brought to the attention of the Board 

with explanations from officers, subject to Final Accounts adjustments.  
  
  
1. Background 
  
1.1 This report provides a summary of Access Selby’s income and expenditure and 

‘trading’ results for the 2011/12 financial year for the General Fund (GF) and 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA).  
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1.2 The 2011/12 outturn data in Appendix A and B is based on year end data and will 
form part of the Council’s annual accounts. Year end allocations for costs such 
as insurance have been actioned and appropriate accruals and prepayments 
have been made where invoices or income had not been paid / received by 31 
March. 

  
1.3 Budgets have been adjusted to reflect the requests for carry forwards.  
  

 
2. The Report 
  
 Budget Exceptions 
  
2.1 Appendix A presents a summary of the financial position of Access Selby based 

upon income and expenditure to March 2012; it identifies variances between 
budgets and actuals for the year. 

  
2.2 As can be seen from table 1 below, there are carry forward budget requests 

totalling £600k (£525k General Fund and £75k Housing Revenue Account) for 
initiatives and projects which will complete in next financial year. 

  
2.3 The full year outturns, after allowing for carry forwards, show a final net surplus of 

£263k for ‘General Fund’ Services and £373k for ‘HRA’ services: 
   

 Table 1 
  General 

Fund 
£000’s 

HRA 
 
£000’s 

Total 
 
£000’s 

Income   
Operating Income (10,437) (11,140) (21,577)
Government 
Grants/Hsg Subsidy 

(21,687) (2,000) (23,687)

Total Income (32,124) (13,140) (45,264)
  
Expenditure  
Operating Costs 10,564 7,320 17,884
Benefits/Hsg Subsidy 
Payments 

20,772 5,372 26,144

Total Expenditure 31,336 12,692 44,028
  
Carry Forwards 525 75 600
  
Final(Surplus)/Deficit (263) (373) (636)
   

  
2.4 When the Council’s budget was set it was agreed that any surplus generated 

within Access Selby General Fund operations would be transferred to an 
earmarked ‘Access Selby Reserve’. 
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2.5 The surplus generated through the HRA operation because of the ‘ring fence’ 
nature of the HRA must remain within that account.  It is therefore proposed that 
the £373k surplus is earmarked as HRA Balances (Access Selby).   

  
2.6 The main variances that make up the surplus above are shown in the following 

table, further detail can be found in Appendix A. 
  
 Table 2 
 Major Variance General Fund £000’s HRA £000’s 

Income   
House & Garage Rent  (96) 
Other Rent Income  30 
Government Grants (86)  
Supporting People 71  
Court Fees/ Cost / Summons 23  
Internal Recharges 115 71 
Licences (21)  
Recycling (70)  
Commercial Waste 66  
Planning Fees 90  
Other Income  (38) 
Sundry Income (168)  
Total Income Variances 20 (33) 
   
Expenditure   
Staff Costs (63) (82) 
Consultant Fees (34)  
Supporting People (71)  
Dwellings Repairs & Maint.  (75) 
Office Running Costs (50)  
Other Sundry Costs  (38) 
Street Scene Contract (36)  
Leisure Trust (24)  
Subsidy Payable  (17) 
Net CEC Charge to HRA 91 (91) 
Contingency (62) (30) 
Total Expenditure Variances (249) (333) 
   
Total Major Variances (229) (366)  

  
2.7 Contingency budgets of £100k were available to fund one-off issues, should the 

need have arisen.  £92k remained at the end at the end of the year and of this 
£62k belongs to the General Fund and £30k to the Housing Revenue Account.  

  
 Movement from Quarter 3 Forecast 
  
2.8 From the interim outturn report to Access Selby Board on 16 April 2012, the 

General Fund was forecasting a surplus of £255k and a surplus on the HRA of 
£177k. 
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2.9 The main areas of movement within the General Fund Net Total from the final 

outturn report in table 1 from the interim outturn report are additional 
contributions from the Core (£66k) which includes costs for Hillcrest Estate £8k, 
EiP (Examination in Public) £50k and legal costs £7k. Further movements related 
to Government Grants (£15k), Homeless Strategy (£39k), General Insurances 
(£22k), unspent contingency (£62) offset by Internal Recharges £22k, Legal Fees 
£5k, Other Sundry Costs of £20k and the net CEC recharge to the HRA of £91k.  

  
2.10 The main areas of movement on the Housing Revenue Account Net Total (table 

1) are from Housing & Garage Rents (£11k), Housing Subsidy Receivable £26k, 
Other Income (£14k), Dwellings Repairs & Maintenance (£18k), Other Sundry 
Costs (£24k), the Net CEC from the General Fund of (£91k) and unspent 
contingency (£30k). 

  
 Capital 
  
2.11 Access Selby has been commissioned by the Core to deliver specific capital 

schemes. There are several capital budget exceptions for 2011/12, the details of 
which are set out in Appendix B. Delays in starting various programmes due to a 
number of factors including resources and contract issues have resulted in 
programme slippage in this financial year. The works are however underway and 
this slippage with a value of £2.070m will be completed in 2012/13.  
Recommendation will be made to the Executive to approve £198k General Fund 
and £1.872m Housing Revenue Account of carry forward budget requests.  

  
2.12 It should be noted that £1.009m relates to the refurbishment of the Airey Houses 

which was the subject of a report to the meeting of Executive on 31 May 2012, 
when approval was given to continue with the scheme. The balance of £863k will 
form part of the carry forward request to be put to the Executive for the HRA. 

  
 Savings 
  
2.13 Appendix C presents an update on progress against the Access Selby’s savings 

action plan for the General Fund and HRA. 
  
2.14 Overall progress on savings is positive for 2011/12, with General Fund savings of 

£1.344m and HRA savings of £386k being achieved.  
  
3. Legal/Financial Controls and other Policy matters 
  
3.1 Legal Issues 
  
 There are no legal issues as a result of this report. 
  
3.2 Financial Issues 
  
 The financial issues are highlighted in the body of the report. 
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4. Conclusion 
  
4.1 Overall interim year end financial results are encouraging and the surpluses 

generated this year provide some future financial capacity should this be 
required. 

4.2 It should be stressed that there continue to be a number of cost and income 
pressures which officers are managing (such as the impact of inflation on the 
street scene and leisure contracts, rising energy prices, reduced income and 
savings requirements).  These will continue to be a challenge going forward. 

  
4.3 Looking forward, continuing uncertainty within the economy and future cuts to 

public sector funding mean that robust budget management is essential to 
ensure services are delivered within the budgets set.  

  
 

Appendices 
  
 Appendix A – General Fund and Housing Revenue Account financial summary 
 Appendix B – General Fund and Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme. 
 Appendix C - General Fund and Housing Revenue Account savings. 
 Appendix D - General Fund and Housing Revenue Account carry forwards. 
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Appendix A

Access Selby Management Accounts 2011-2012
2011/12 Outturn
General Fund

Previous Year 
Actuals Original Budget Revised Budget

Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget
Year to Date 

Actual Comment 
£k £k £k £k £k £k

INCOME FROM THE CORE -6,365 -6,365 -6,365 -6,365
Contract Adjustments 393 393 393 393 Changes to original cost envelope budget following further analysis of allocation of responsibilities
Additional Contributions from Core -106 -106 -106 Garden Leave Claim, PFI adjustment and Contingency Drawdowns

Carry Forward Budgets from 10/11 -609 -609 -609 Carry forward budgets and any expected variances are included in the detail below - this line represents the adjustment to the original cost envelope. 

Carry Forward Budgets 11/12 to 12/13 525 525
Estimated Carry Forward Budgets 
Underspent or not required 23 23 This is the estimated value of carryforward budgets that have not been spent, and are not required in 12/13.  This will result in a reduced contribution from the 

Core to fund budgets carried forward into 2011/12

INCOME

Government Grants -20,452 -21,565 -21,601 -21,687 -21,601 -86 The Housing Benefit Admin grant was £60k greater than expected, of which £30k has been used to cover the expected shortfall in Court fees and summons 
costs income.  The interim final subsidy return brought income in at £36k over budget - this is subject to audit

Supporting People Income -412 -432 -432 -361 -432 71 Reduction in Supporting People Grant received via NYCC, offset by the contribution to the HRA (below) towards the Wardens Support Service. The new 
Access Structure has absorbed the shortfall in grant funding through savings.

Industrial Units -159 -184 -190 -201 -190 -11 Greater occupancy levels have contributed to rental income exceeding expectations, in particular the full occupancy of the units at Hurricane Close which 
generate the largest rents.

Court Fees/Cost/Summons Income -110 -150 -120 -143 -120 -23 Due to an error when supplying an estimate midway through the year, the forecast income was understated by £20K. Reconciliation procedures now in place 
will ensure that this won't happen again in the future.

Internal Recharges -297 -402 -380 -264 -380 115 This variance relates to a recharge for CCTV that no longer takes place and should not have been included in the budget. The 12/13 budgets were amended 
accordingly.

Licences -122 -123 -123 -145 -123 -21 The surplus has been generated by additional income from Street Trading (£6k), and 2003 Act Licences (£13k).  

Property Management Rent -40 -61 -48 -35 -48 12 Revised budget has been adjusted by £13k to remove the savings target relating to additional income for the telecommunications mast at the old Civic Centre 
Site. An estimate has been made for the income due from NYPA for the mast, which is still lower than budget expectations.

Water Sampling Fees -2 -12 -12 -2 -12 10 The implementation of new regulations and  associated fee structure has led to a shortfall in expected income.

Land Charges -140 -128 -128 -112 -128 16 Due to the continuing slow down in the housing market the expected level of fees has not been achieved. The budget for 2012/13 has been amended to reflect 
this situation going forward.

Recycling -817 -771 -771 -841 -771 -70 Due to the contractor's ability to obtain better prices for the sale of recycled materials, the authority's share of the profit has exceeded budget expectations by -
£18k. This has been offset by a shortfall of £6k on Recycling Credits due to a slight fall in the tonneage of recycled goods. 

Refuse Collection General -12 -25 -25 -9 -25 16
Shortfall due to loss of Markets refuse income £8k (responsibilty passed to Selby Town Council), and the shortfall in income from bulky household waste 
collections £6k. 2011/12 has seen a 23% drop in the number of collections requested.

Clinical Waste -10 -10 -10 -2 -10 9
In 2011/12 due to a change in the types of clinical waste to be disposed of, there has been a large fall in the volume of waste both collected and disposed of. As
a result the reimbursement from NYCC has reduced accordingly leaving a shortfall of approximately £9k.

Commercial Waste -501 -581 -581 -515 -581 66
The shortfall in income is due to the effects of the current economic climate which has led to a reduction in the number of customers, mainly as a result of 
businesses closing and competition. This shortfall has been partly offset by a corresponding reduction in the cost of disposal (£55k).A review of our pricing 
strategy has been undertaken and agreed,and has been applied to the contracts for 2012/13.

Planning Fees -397 -595 -580 -490 -580 90
The last forecast calculation estimated a loss of approximately £132k against target. In late March a large fee of over £27k was received which reduced the 
shortfall to £101k.This is slightly offset by surplus income being received for Planning advice (£3k) and Photocopying plans (£8k), giving a total shortfall of 
£90k.

Car Parks -307 -298 -318 -313 -318 4

Legal Services -11 -17 -17 -14 -17 3
Local Air Pollution -20 -18 -18 -23 -18 -5

Sundry Income -330 -98 -113 -281 -113 -168

A large variance of (£195k), reflects the movement on Housing Benefit Overpayment debtors, which is currently calculated at year end.This saving is partially 
offset by the following. Firstly, a shortfall of £8k on Civic Centre room hire. Due to the lack of car parking facilities at the new civic centre between July and 
December 2011, no bookings were taken for the rooms available for hire. Secondly, income relating to the Private Leasing Scheme. As there has been no 
activity there is a shortfall in income of £11k, but there is also a saving in costs as detailed against Other Sundry Costs below. These are further offset by a 
number of smaller variances across a range of income streams.

TOTAL INCOME C'fwd -24,140 -31,441 -31,605 -32,124 -31,605 29
 

Year to Date Variances
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Appendix A

General Fund
Previous Year 

Actuals Original Budget Revised Budget

Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget
Year to Date 

Actual Comment 
£k £k £k £k £k £k

Year to Date Variances

TOTAL INCOME B'fwd -24,140 -31,441 -31,605 -32,124 -31,605 29

EXPENDITURE

Staff Costs 5,210 4,940 5,340 5,277 5,340 -63
Some of the savings have arisen from vacant posts being held pending the restructure. In addition there were some frozen posts remaining vacant for the
remainder of the year. These are partially offset by additional costs for agency staff.

Housing & Ctax Benefit 19,486 20,780 20,772 20,772 20,772

Premises Running Costs 515 539 490 478 490 -12
There are several variances against NNDR budgets, £52k relates to the Civic Centre, which the Council is looking to appeal against. A saving of £21k for 
Hurricane Way has been achieved due to full occupancy. There are numerous variances against utilities and repairs & maintenance budgets which offsets this 
shortfall on NNDR. 

Home Improvement Grants 25 25 25 20 25 -5

Consultants Fees 124 194 305 272 305 -34
A 3-year bid approved in 2010/11 for Commissioning and Contract Management is no longer required. This has generated a saving of (£31k) in the current 
year, and the removal of the £20k budget in 2012/13

Supporting People 412 432 432 361 432 -71
As a consequence of the reduction in Supporting People Grant, received via NYCC (above), the amount tranferrable to the HRA has reduced, leaving a net ni
cost to the GF. From the restructure format sufficient savings have been made withing the HRA to absorb this reduction in funding.  

Legal Fees 3 15 11 8 11 -3

Transport Costs 103 100 110 122 110 12
Savings targets have not been achieved in Community Support, Assets, AS Mgmt Team and Planning. The latter is due to an arrears payment of almost £4k to
a member of staff. In 2012/13 budgets for the remainder will have to be monitored closely to ensure the target is achieved.

ICT 325 368 307 306 307 -2 A number of invoices for 11/12 support  were prepaid in 2010/11 without any year end adjustment being made, therefore  creating savings within many cost 
centres.

PFI Scheme 333 343 352 352 352
Homeless Strategy 49 60 84 84 84

General Insurances 319 283 263 257 263 -6
The saving reflects lower premiums for the period November 11 to October 2012 negotiated at renewal in 2011. These were mainly attributable to lower staff
costs as a result of the move to the new structure. 

Office Running Costs 363 376 389 339 389 -50 The variance represents savings across several areas. The main contributors being Postage (£9k), Advertising (£12k), General Office Exps (£14k), and 
Subscriptions (£16k).

Other Sundry Costs 462 295 363 374 363 11 (£10,000)   PCT  -  Contributions- Budget not required so offered as a saving.
(£8,303)  Pollution Monitoring -  No work undertaken in 11/12, but statutory Local AQM will start in 12/13.  
(£5,000) Contaminated Land  -   No spend in 11/12 as there is no expertise within Access Selby. Any future requirement will be bought in. 
(£10,000)  Climate Change-   No work undertaken in 2011/12, although it is expected that this will re-commence in 12/13. 
(£15,000) OS mapping fees are now free so this budget is a saving.  

(£5,050)  Development Policy  -  Local Plan Stat Req - Delay in LDF has resulted in saving 11/12

(£16,000)  Private Leasing Scheme-  Scheme has had no activity in 2011/12.

(£7,000) Night Stop  -  Saving generated for 2011/12 service not being utilised.

£20,661 Housing Benefit Admin - Miscellaneous costs including a benefits trainer

(£8,840) Human Resources  -  Work Experience   Budget is not required in 11/12.

(6,412) Land Charges - Search Fees

£21,549 Rent Rebates - Write Offs 

£18,357 Rent Allowances- Write Offs 

£33,640 Conservation & Listed Buildings - Refcus adjustements

£10,189 Groundwork Trust - Contributions

Contracts

Street Scene Contract 3,805 3,828 3,669 3,633 3,669 -36
Budget pressure across the contract arising from inflation totalling £33k, has been mitigated by an expected saving on the disposal of trade waste of (£55k), 
and the cost of recycling contractors (£14k).The collection of garden waste naturally declines during late autumn and the winter months, and this year due to 
adverse weather conditions the service was suspended for several weeks. 

Leisure Trust 344 298 298 275 298 -24
Due to the fire at Abbey Leisure Centre in February 2012, and the subsequent "loss" of the leisure service provision there, Wigan LCT have not charged their
management fee in respect of March 2012.

Other Contracts 277 207 249 252 249 4
Partnership Arrangements 108 117 251 270 251 19 Estimated contribution to building control partnership for forecast losses

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 32,262 33,199 33,710 33,450 33,710 -261

NET CEC Charge to HRA -795 -2,227 -2,137 -2,227 91 Due to savings generated in GF services the allocation to the HRA is less than anticipated.
Budget Savings Required -1,034
Contingency 70 62 62 -62

NET TOTAL 8,122 -60 -811 -60 -203

Surplus for 2011/12 -263
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Appendix A
Access Selby Management Accounts 2011-2012
Results as at 21st May 2012
HRA

Previous Year 
Actual Original Budget Revised Budget

Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget
Year to Date 

Actual Comment 
£k £k £k £k £k £k

PAYABLE TO THE CORE 2,654 2,459 2,459 2,459
Original cost envelope Budget payment adjusted for 
contribution from Core for bids 195k

Contract Adjustments 172 172 172 172
This is an adjustment in relation to superannuation 
backfunding.

Carry Forward Budgets 10/11 -49 -49 -49
Carry forward budgets and any expected variances are 
included in the detail below - this line represents the 
adjustment to the original cost envelope. 

Carry Forward Budgets 11/12 75 75

INCOME

Housing & Garage Rent -9,876 -10,500 -10,500 -10,596 -10,500 -96

Rent has exceeded budget expectations a contributing factor 
is the turnaround in void properties which has generated more 
income from properties being in a lettable condition more 
quickly.

Internal Recharges -412 -432 -432 -361 -432 71

Reduction in Supporting People Grant received from NYCC 
via the General Fund is offset by reduction in costs recharged 
from the HRA to the General Fund. Savings as a result of the 
new Access Selby structure has allowed this shortfall to be 
absorbed.

Other Rent Income -68 -95 -95 -64 -95 30
This is due to low occupancy in the hostels which results in 
lower income as a result of proactive homelessness 
prevention work. 

Subsidy Receivable -2,016 -1,989 -1,989 -2,000 -1,989 -12 Major Repairs Allowance confirmed after budget was set.

Other Income -175 -80 -80 -118 -80 -38
Hostel utility income is down due to occupancy levels. 
Rechargeable works on Corporate Buildings and other 
Housing repair projects have exceeded forecasts.

TOTAL INCOME -12,546 -10,269 -10,438 -13,140 -13,096 -44
 

EXPENDITURE

Staffing Costs 1,957 2,027 539 460 542 -82

Saving based on current structure and agency commitments 
and now includes an officer dealing with Electrical Testing 
funded from savings generated within the Electrical Testing 
budget (see below).

Transport Costs 199 187 139 135 139 -4

Dwellings Works

Dwellings Repairs & Maintenance 866 932 1,094 1,019 1,094 -75

There is a significant saving made up of numerous items, the 
main ones being Electrical Testing (£25k) which contributes 
towards salary costs mentioned above, Solid Fuel Servicing 
(£17k) through successful procurement, Guttering works 
(£10k) and Footpath Maintenance (£11k) responsive work 
driven by demand. In addition, there are several smaller 
items, that cumulatively contribute to this overall saving 
including electricity (£23k). Gas servicing exceeded budget by 
£28k partly offset by a reduction in costs for Gas Inspection 
Audits within Other Sundry Costs.

Year to Date Variances
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Appendix A
Previous Year 

Actual Original Budget Revised Budget

Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget
Year to Date 

Actual Comment 
£k £k £k £k £k £k

Year to Date Variances

Dwellings Adaptation Works 102 130 105 105 105
Contract Payments 86 89 78 84 78 6 This shortfall is based upon costs for Ryecare services. 

Equipment & Materials 280 282 262 264 262 2
Direct Works equipment and materials overspent by £15k, but 
was offset by several small variances including office running 
costs and staff uniforms.

Equipment Leases 129 162 138 133 138 -6
Costs associated with housing computer packages were not 
as high as anticipated.

General Insurances 125 103 101 107 101 6

The corporate insurance allocation to the HRA was higher 
than budgeted as a result of the sums insured for the Hostels 
and Community Centres, this increase was offset slightly by 
savings on staffing due to the new structure.

Other Sundry Costs 351 340 335 297 335 -38

The major variances are a saving on the set-up and 
progression of the Choice Based Letting Scheme (£26k), 
Tenant Participation (£18k), Gas Inspection Audits (£12k) and 
Warden Call Services phone line charges (£12k). These are 
offset by increased costs on Estate Management £8k and 
Hostel Council Tax £9k and Asset Valuation Services £10k. 

Subsidy Payable 6,042 5,389 5,389 5,372 5,389 -17 Final subsidy figures were confirmed after budget was set.

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 10,137 9,641 8,181 7,976 8,184 -208

NET CEC Charge from GF 795 2,227 2,137 2,227 -91

The CEC charge is based upon data provided at year end 
from officers allocating their time to services. The recharge is 
reflective of submissions returned and savings generated 
within the General Fund, for example staff vacancies

Budget Savings Required -197
Contingency 30 30 30 -30

NET TOTAL -3,027 -2,654 -373

Surplus for 2011/12 -373
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Appendix B

General Fund
Annual 
Budget

Year to date 
Actual

Year to date 
Variance

Carry Forward 
Request Final Variance Comments

INDUSTRIAL UNITS-ROAD ADOPTION 25,000 0 -25,000 25,000 0 Work on this road adoption scheme is still expected to take place.

MAST RELOCATION PROJECT 155,000 7,812 -147,188 147,190 2 Further options are being considered in regard to the future of the mast and its location. The budget is to be 
carried forward to support any decision.

ENV AGENCY FLOOD SCHEMES 44,669 44,669 0 0
Environment Agency flood alleviation scheme facilitated by NY Building Control Partnership for South Milford.  
Works commenced in 2011/12 will be completed 2012/13 and budget fully committed. All costs are covered by 
Environment Agency Grant.

PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING RENEWAL 
& EMPTY PROPERTY GRANTS 49,567 29,659 -19,908 14,370 -5,538

Regional Housing Board Funding for a programme of improvement has been established.  Variance is due to 
cycle of loan expenditure funded by external grant and repayments of grant which can then be reused.  Carry 
forward represents the balance of grant remaining and the variance of £5,538 is capital receipt which is 
available for use in future years programmes. 

DISABLED FACILITIES GRANTS 300,000 302,301 2,301 2,301
Modest variance due to cycle of applications.  DFG is only remaining mandatory grant funded by Government.  
Demand continues to remain high for vulnerable customers.  The Council received £145k of grant towards 
2011/12 DFG's which was £5k higher than the original estimate. 

HOME IMPROVEMENT AGENCY 37,500 29,000 -8,500 -8,500 Grant funding to the Home Improvement Agency was lower than budgeted due to negotiations as a 
consequnece of the reduction in work undertaken for all grant funded schemes.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY & FUEL POVERTY 11,770 0 -11,770 11,770 0
Regional Housing Board Funding for a programme of improvement has been established.  Variance has arisen 
pending sub regional negotiations and scheme development. If the scheme does not go ahead then this grant 
will need to be repaid.

623,506 413,440 -210,066 198,330 -11,736
Housing Revenue Account

KITCHENS  - DECENT HOMES 318,000 261,904 -56,096 56,090 -6 2011/12 Programme of work delayed to enable it to be combined with 2012/13 programme to create 
efficiencies.  50% of overall programme completed (93 kitchens of total 185). 

ELECTRICAL REWIRES 301,000 204,187 -96,813 96,810 -3

The rewire programme did not commence until September 2011 to coincide with the appointment of an in-
house electrical inspector.  This has  given greater control to the programme and the expected impact to the 
programme is that there will be a reduction in future years of the costs and number of rewires classified as 
urgent.  

AIREY PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS 1,008,520 0 -1,008,520 1,008,520 0
The contract had been tendered and a contractor appointed for the Airey scheme, work is due to commence 
during June 2012. The accepted tender of £263k was higher than the budget available.  This was reported to 
the Executive in May 2012 and approval given for additional funding. 

EXTERNAL CYCLICAL REPAIRS 113,000 116,334 3,334 3,334

CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS 640,580 580,083 -60,497 60,490 -7 This is a programme for central heating system replacements. Any unspent budget is required to continue the 
programme.

ROOF REPLACEMENT 560,000 103,290 -456,710 456,710 0
Roof Replacement scheme commenced during February, to enable it to be combined with 2012/13 programme 
to create efficiencies and to allow majority of work to be completed during summer months with a completion 
date of September 2012 for both years work.

DAMP WORKS 186,000 186,782 782 782
DISABLED ADAPTATION WORK 30,000 30,000 0 0
EXTERNAL DOOR REPLACEMENTS 42,000 42,000 0 0

SOLID FUEL SYSTEM REPLACEMENTS 276,300 83,269 -193,031 193,030 -1
This is a programme for system failures at service.  Inspection and service of the units enabled the the life of 
the systems to be prolonged to allow for a programme of controlled replacement to be rescheduled for 2012/13 
when this budget will be utilised.

3,475,400 1,607,848 -1,867,552 1,871,650 4,098

2011/12 Access Selby Capital Programme
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Appendix C
Green
Amber
Red

Updated May 2012
Latest

Proposed Savings Status 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Progress
£ £ £ £

Inflation factor -             0.020         0.020         0.020         

Procurement Workstream

Change provider for telephone calls and 
rationalisation of telephone accounts Green

13,750       13,750       13,750       10,800       Completed  

Partnering Back Office Support
Green

77,500       93,000       93,000       93,000       Completed

CCTV Amber -             42,000       42,000       42,000       EU Procurement exercise has commenced with ITT due to be issued in August 
2012 - conclusion of the procurement is expected by the end of the year

Recycling Green 159,000     159,000      159,000      159,000     Completed

Collaborative corporate contracts through 
shared procurement service                        
Note: The balance of this target will 
reduce as individual procurement projects 
are identified

Red 32,370       17,290       42,290       70,240       Spend Analysis carried out and a detailed action plan is being put together for 
targeted procurement. This will include a savings target for this project where 
possible. Ongoing saving have been identified on individual /discrete procurement
projects

Expanded Building Control Partnership Red -             -             5,000         5,000         Savings in 11/12 and 12/13 unlikely to be achieved due to continued downturn in 
fee earning work. It was anticipated that a new partner would join for 12/13, this 
now seems unlikely but potentially will happen 13/14 as the authority in question 
still remain positive about joining which will have a positive impact on future 
savings.

Contact Centre Electricity Green 10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       Completed

ICT - Server Virtualisation Green 10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       Completed

Gas Utilities Contract Green 3,080         6,160         6,160         6,160         Completed

Negotiate savings within Street Scene and 
Leisure contracts

Red -             40,000       40,000       SDC and Enterprise are to undertake a review of the contract in Q1/Q2 of 
2012/13 to identify potential opportunities for efficiency savings. A cost/Benefit 
report will then be taken to the relevant management group to agree approach. In 
the meantime any low risk quick wins identified will be implemented. 

Citizen Link Printing Green 800            800            800            800            Completed

306,500     352,000      422,000      447,000     

GENERAL FUND BASE BUDGET 
SAVINGS/EFFICIENCIES ACTION PLAN 
2011/12 - 2013/14 (V63)

Savings likely to be achieved/low risk
Tentative savings - further work required/medium risk
Savings require a change in Council policy or significant change in service 
delivery/high risk
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Appendix C
Latest

Proposed Savings Status 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Progress
£ £ £ £

WTT - Review of remaining cash 
collection

Green 0 4,500 4,500 4,500 Completed

WTT - Transformation (SDV) Green 1,029,850  1,380,890   1,380,890   1,380,890  Completed

WTT - Transformation HRA Impact Green -150,000 -200,000 -200,000 -200,000 Completed - Impact of savings generated through staff reduction which are 
transferred to HRA via CEC

Spend to save intiaitives Red 0 0 25,000

Service delivery options Red 0 25,000 50,000

Total Transformation 879,850     1,185,390   1,210,390   1,260,390  

Asset Management Workstream

Vacation of Portholme Road Depot Green 13,497       13,497       13,497       13,497       Completed.  In addition, there is a saving to the HRA of £26,833

Running costs of new Civic Centre Amber 20,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       Staff occupied new building from 1 August, running costs are currently being 
monitored.

Closure of Tadcaster office Green 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 Completed

Barlby Depot Red -             20,000       20,000       20,000       Option appraisals for the long and short term usage are to be carried out. 
Potential for income generation or a reduction in costs in the short term. Will be 
part of the Review of Assets project to ensure ad hoc decisions are not made that 
could reduce our options. 

Total Asset Management 63,497       103,497      103,497      103,497     

Value for Money Workstream

Telecommunications Mast Red -             13,000       13,000       13,000       This project is being reviewed in light of the sale of the old civic centre car park 
site not going ahead. Options are currently being reviewed and a decision on the 
future of the project is expected by the end of July 2012

Decentralisation of Planning Fees Red -             250,000      250,000      250,000     Devolved Planning fees – Regulations awaited.

Negotiation for share of out performance 
on Council Tax collection

Red 25,000       25,000       25,000       

Car Park Income Green 20,000       60,000       60,000       60,000       An increase of 20% for both long and short stay parks has been approved and 
implemented from 1 December 2011.
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Appendix C
Latest

Proposed Savings Status 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Progress
£ £ £ £

Total Value for Money 20,000       348,000      348,000      348,000     

Base Budget Review Workstream

Car Allowances Green 24,670       41,150       41,150       41,150       Completed

Rationalisation IT Support Costs Green 40,000       50,000       50,000       50,000       Completed

LGA Subscriptions Green 1,000         1,000         1,000         1,000         Completed

Rationalisation of cost base Green 100,000      100,000      100,000     £140k identified £40k added to Contingency to mitigate increased budget risk

Redundant ICT systems Amber 25,000       25,000       25,000       Check timing and ensure no double counting
Frozen posts/vacancies Red 50,000       50,000       50,000       Frozen posts continue to remain vacant
Compensation for legacy costs/income Green 136,000      136,000      136,000     
Review and refine apportionments 
between general Fund and HRA

Red 150,000      150,000     No prgress on this yet. This will be looked at after closedown of accounts (end of 
May) in time to inform the Budget setting process for 2013/14

2011/12 Profits Red 50,000       -             -             
Additional Licensing Income Green 5,660         5,660         5,660         5,660         Completed

Total Base Budget Review 71,330       458,810      558,810      558,810     

Discretionary Service Review Workstream

HR - Budget review Green 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 Completed  

New charge for planning advice Green 15,000       30,000       30,000       30,000       Completed - But currently running behind income expectations due to the 
economic climate.

Reduce opening hours at Access Selby Green 35,000       35,000       35,000       35,000       Completed

Reprioritise resources Amber -             -             25,000       

Maximise current income streams Red 25,000       50,000       100,000     All discretionary fees which were up for review in 2012/13 have been increased 
by RPI (5.6%)  and Car parking charges increased by 20%. 

Redeploy resources to pursue grant 
funding opportunities

Red 25,000       50,000       50,000       No progress on this initiative. 

Policy changes to introduce new income 
streams

Red -             -             150,000     Potential for green waste/parking charges in Tadcaster etc. New charges 
introduced for hiring of committee rooms, water sampling. Parking Charges can't 
be considered at Tadcaster until the legal challenge has been heard and we have 
carried out the improvements. 26



Appendix C
Latest

Proposed Savings Status 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 Progress
£ £ £ £

Barlow Nature Reserve
Amber

13,250       53,000       53,000       53,000       The two posts become redundant from 20th January 2012. An interim supervision 
and maintenance plan has been put in place for Barlow Common until the wider 
Countryside Management Strategy is developed with partners

Total Discretionary Service Review 68,250       173,000      223,000      448,000     

Inflation adjustment -             52,414       115,774      193,766     

Total General Fund Savings 1,409,427  2,673,111   2,981,471   3,359,463  

Target (Per 2011/12 - 2013/14 MTFP) 1,341,270  2,191,440   2,593,260   2,379,140  
New savings per draft budget 12/13 - 13/14 -             354,951      315,911      718,644     

New Target 1,341,270  2,546,391   2,909,171   3,097,784  

Headroom/Deficit (+/-) ** 68,157       126,720      72,300       261,679     

Green Savings 1,343,807  2,025,115   2,065,617   2,103,799  
Amber Savings 33,250       163,200      166,464      196,323     
Red Savings** 32,370       484,796      749,390      1,059,340  
Still to identify** -           126,720-     72,300-      261,679-    
Total 1,409,427  2,546,391   2,909,171   3,097,784  
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Appendix C
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT BASE BUDGET SAVINGS 2011/12 - 2013/14

Key:
Updated March (v7) Green Savings likely to be achieved/low risk

Amber

Red

Latest
Status 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2013/14 Progress

£ £ £
Inflation factor 0.020               0.020               0.020               

Proposed Savings
Review of Property Services 
unfilled posts

Green 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 Completed

Gas Servicing Contract Green 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 Reduced servicing costs from replacement boilers.

Grassed Areas & Open Spaces 
base budget review

Green 29,000 29,000 29,000 29,000 Completed

Various Suppliers Green 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 Completed - Improvement in supplier terms and 
conditions.

WTT - Savings Green 44,040 129,591 129,591 129,591 Completed

2011/12 Pay Award Green 27,000 27,000 27,000 27,000 Completed  

Car Allowances Green 0 5,600 5,600 5,600 Identified as part of budget 2012/13 - input to 
spreadsheets

Savings on Audit Fees and early 
Retirement Charges

Green 20,000 24,800 24,800 24,800 Completed  

Consolidation of IT Budgets Green 23,685 23,685 23,685 23,685 Completed  

WTT - Savings from recharges 
from GF 

Green 150,000 200,000 200,000 200,000

385,725 531,676 531,676 531,676

Target Savings 281,000 360,000 360,000 360,000

Headroom/Deficit (+/-) 104,725 171,676 171,676 171,676

Green 
Savings 385,725 531,676 531,676 531,676
Amber 
Savings
Red Savings**

Still to 
identify** -104,725 -171,676 -171,676 -171,676
Total 281,000 360,000 360,000 360,000

Total Housing Revenue Account Savings

Tentative savings - further work required/medium risk
Savings require a change in Council policy or significant 
change in service delivery/high risk
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Appendix D

Purpose of Carry Forward 11/12 Current 
Budget

Remaining 
Budget

Carry Forward 
Request

General Fund Revenue
Disc. Housing Payments DWP state the underspends can be carried 

forward to meet expected large take up in 
2012/13

12,891 7,953 7,950

ICT DIP Maintenance Delay in DIP upgrade 44,650 14,565 13,700

Heritage Grants Other grants Cont'bns Allocated Heritage grants but due to adverse 
weather, works unable to be carried out.

10,000 9,038 9,010

Development Policy Local Development Framework To support the Corporate restructure to assist 
with the strain on the pension fund as a result of 
redundancies.

16,800 7,300 7,300

Development Policy Specialist Fees Required to complete the Core Strategy 484,360 375,900 375,900

Repossession prevention Contributions Receipts are recycled to provide further loans 22,780 23,991 23,990

Homeless Persons Contributions Ringfenced one off regional grant to support non-
priority homeless people, called Pesonalisation 
Monies - Expanding Private Renting Scheme

5,000 5,000 5,000

Homeless Persons Homeless strategy Ongoing prevention work 123,310 38,925 38,920

Food Safety Enforcement Other Govt Grants To support the final stages of implementation of 
nFHRS

4,000 929 920

Human Resources Qual training Training programme for Access Selby & Core 
delayed.

14,000 12,450 10,000

Finance Overtime To assist with funding overtime and additional 
resources during closedown of 11/12 accounts

7,980 3,757 3,700

Finance Finance System Costs Funding required to complete the 
implementation of the Asset Register Module of 
the Finance System.

10,390 2,683 2,680

Benefits NYBTG Bid 8 Training course fees Contributions received from partners not yet 
committed

20,140 13,212 13,210

Development Policy Specialist Fees Core EiP delayed until 12/13.  This is a carry 
forward from Contingency and so balance will be 
held in Operational Contingency

50,000 12,860 12,860

826,301 528,563 525,140
Housing Revenue Account
E7 Storage Heaters Repairs & Maintenance To replace E7 storage heaters on breakdown, 

continuation of programme.
31,570 29,419 29,420

Description

Access Selby Carry Forward Budget Requests from 2011/12 to 2012/13
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Appendix D
Purpose of Carry Forward 11/12 Current 

Budget
Remaining 

Budget
Carry Forward 

Request
Description

Painting Dwellings Private Contractors Programme halted over winter, budget required 
to complete programme.

55,000 10,485 10,480

Direct Works Disabled Adaptation works Disabled adaptation extension required for Airey 
property

130,000 24,615 24,610

Grounds Maintenance Variations Works identified from inspection of all SDC trees. 12,740 11,835 10,000

229,310 76,354 74,510
General Fund Capital
Repair Assistance Loans Home Improvement Loans A number of private sector loan schemes not yet 

completed to the satisfaction of SDC therefore 
final payment held over into 11/12

24,000 18,840 14,370

Energy Efficiency Capital grants A number of private sector loan schemes not yet 
completed to the satisfaction of SDC therefore 
final payment held over into 11/12

13,770 13,770 11,770

Industrial Units - Road adoption Improvements to property Insufficient budget to progress all remedial works 25,000 25,000 25,000

Mast Relocation Project Consultancy Fees Final decisions for the Future of the 
Telecommunications Mast are to be decided

155,000 147,188 147,190

217,770 204,798 198,330

Housing Revenue Account Capital
Electrical Rewires Improvements to property Work still outstanding from 2011/12 programme 

after delays in commencement
301,000 96,813 96,810

Roof Replacement Improvements to property Roofing programme committed to be completed 
during 2012/13

560,000 456,710 456,710

Kitchens Improvements to property Kitchen work progress carried forward in to 
2012/13 programme

318,000 56,096 56,090

Airey Properties Improvements to property Additional income reqd to ensure SDC have 
sufficient funds to progress wks to Decent 
Homes standard

1,008,520 1,008,520 1,008,520

Solid Fuel System Replacements Improvements to property At point of service less than expected system 
failures. Replacement programme still to be 
implemented

276,300 193,031 193,030

Central Heating Systems Improvements to property Less system failures than anticipated. Planned 
replacement programme to commence 2012/13

640,580 60,497 60,490

3,104,400 1,871,667 1,871,650
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Agenda Item No:     5.i 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To:    Access Selby Board  
Date:   11 June 2012 
Author: Mike James 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Commercial and Marketing Strategy 2012-15 
 
Summary: The commercial and marketing strategy sets out a framework for 

Access Selby’s business development to give the organisation a 
clear focus for income generation.  It supports service-specific 
business development, it will enable us to better understand our 
customers and develop potential markets, and will support 
added value for our main client, Selby District Council, by 
focusing on the issues that drive residents’ satisfaction with local 
authorities. 

 
Recommendations 
 
i)  To approve the commercial and marketing strategy framework set 

out at appendix A. 
ii)  To note the work programme for 2012/13 as set out at appendix B. 
 
1.  Background  

1.1  Access Selby’s new business model requires a focus on income 
generation and business development, whilst retaining important 
elements of public relations to support the political process and access to 
local public services. 

 
1.2  The development of a new commercial and marketing framework 

supports a number of aspects of our business, as follows. 
 
1.3  Most importantly of all it helps to drive income generation by supporting 

product development and engagement with potential markets and 
clients. 

 
1.4  It also supports the following core values: 

• customer focused – building services around the needs of 
customers; 

• business like – efficient and professional; 
• one ‘Team Selby’ – building a strong relationship with our 

community; and 
• building trust – transparent and accountable. 
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1.5  It supports the following Balanced Scorecard objectives 
• customers and community; and 
• finance. 

 
1.6  It supports the following key performance indicators: 

• SDV_001 - % of satisfied customers;  
• SDV_003 - % of customers satisfied with street cleanliness; 
• SDV_004 - % of customers satisfied with leisure services; and 
• SDV_027 - % increase in income generation. 

 
1.7  The framework focuses on three distinct elements: 

• marketing to support service-specific business development; 
• marketing to develop Access Selby’s potential ‘marketplace’ 

through enhanced organisational reputation and better interaction 
with existing and potential customers; and 

• marketing to improve customer satisfaction with core local 
authority services. 

 
1.8  Appendix A gives an overview of each strand and how these work 

together. 
 
1.9  Exploring the model further 
 

1.9.1 Marketing to support business development 
The aim of this strand of work is to directly support income generation 
through the development and marketing of products and services that 
bring in money.  Within this strand a ‘framework for selling’ will be 
developed to identify those products and services that have the biggest 
saleable value, so we can roll-out the marketing of services in a planned 
way.  The research and development element of this strand will include 
customer profiling and an analysis of potential markets to ensure a return 
on marketing investment. 
 
1.9.2 Marketing to develop the marketplace 
The aim of this area of work it to develop the marketplace for our 
products, through raising awareness of the Access Selby business 
model, developing the reputation of the organisation as distinct from 
Selby District Council and supporting customer profiling. 
 
1.9.3 Marketing to improve customer satisfaction 
This strand focuses on the added value Access Selby can bring to our 
main client, Selby District Council, through a public relations focus on the 
three key areas we know drive residents’ satisfaction with local 
authorities.  Research from the Local Government Association 
demonstrates that leisure services, street scene, and demonstrating 
value for money are the key drivers of satisfaction. 

 
1.10  The overarching ambitions for each of the three years of the strategy are 

as follows. 
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1.10.1 At the end of year one we should expect to see the following 
outcomes. 
Business development 
i) Increased income generation from ‘first round’ products 
ii) Framework in place for new product development assessments 
iii) Business cases developed with clear action plans for 2012/13 

products 
 
Developing the marketplace 
i) Developed a comprehensive database of potential customers 
ii) Systems in place for continual interaction with potential customers  
iii) Customer engagement has informed product development plans 

for 2012/13 
 
1.10.2 At the end of year two we should expect to see the following 
outcomes 
Business development 
i) Income generation achieved from 2012/13 products 
ii) Business cases developed with clear action plans for 2013/14 

products 
iii) Evidence of ad hoc opportunities identified and acted upon 

through customer engagement 
 
Developing the marketplace 
i) Increase customer database information, both in terms of 

numbers and sophistication (e.g. supporting better targeting of 
engagement work). 

 
1.10.3 At the end of year three we should expect to see the following 
outcomes 
Business development 
i) Income generation of £xk: to be agreed during scoping work 

carried out in years 1 and 2 
 
Developing the marketplace 
i) Use customer information as a way of supporting business growth 

across the district, through networking opportunities and in terms 
of selling the Selby district as  a place to do business.  Not only 
does this support customer interaction with Access Selby, it also 
gives added value to our main client as a demonstration of the 
Council’s practical support for business growth. 

 
1.11 Within this three-year strategy annual milestones should be agreed, to 

ensure the strategy is delivering on its objectives.  This yearly review, 
rather than setting out a three-year action plan, will enable us to react to 
local market conditions and focus resources accordingly. 

 
1.12 Appendix B sets out the annual milestones for 2012/13. 
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1.13 Work already undertaken 
 

1.13.1 Within marketing to support business development we have 
already set in motion the following work. 
• Identified three ‘quick win’ products for immediate development: 

commercial waste services, Lifeline services and the booking of 
civic centre facilities. 

• Identified training and development needs and solutions to refine 
these products and develop product-specific marketing programmes 
for each. 

• Marketing programmes to be delivered over summer 2012. 
 
1.13.2 Experience from this initial tranche will enable us to develop a 
‘framework’ to support future product development, which will identify the 
key issues to be considered and the testing required before a product 
can go to market.  We will use this framework as part of the product 
development work scheduled for autumn 2012 to identify a second 
tranche of marketable services. 

 
1.13.3 Within marketing to develop the marketplace we have already 
started work on an event to launch Access Selby as being ‘open for 
business’.  The aim of the event is to engage with a range of potential 
customers with a view to raising awareness about the range of services 
we deliver, and to support our customer profiling work which will directly 
benefit future product development.  Actions taken so far include: 
• Scoping the event in a workshop session with the Access Selby 

Board 
• Engaging potential event management partners to further develop 

ideas and refine costs 
• Identifying ways of building capacity within Access Selby’s small 

marketing team to help deliver this major event. 
 
2. Conclusion 
 
2.1  The strategy is designed to deliver the following outcomes. 
 

Directly influenced 
• Improved customer satisfaction 
• Increased income generation 
 
Secondary influenced 
• Supporting better customer understanding and focus for key services 
 
• Supporting development of improved ‘business ethic’ within 

organisation 
 

2.2  At the end of year one (March 2013), we should aim to fulfil the following 
ambitions. 
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• Access Selby maximises income generation from existing services 
and markets. 

• Access Selby has the infrastructure in place to support the 
development of new products/services with a view to rolling these out 
during years two and three. 

• Access Selby gives added value to the Core and, therefore, the 
political process by supporting customer satisfaction in key local 
government reputation areas. 

 
3. Legal/Financial Controls and other Policy matters 
 
3.1  We must be mindful of the limited in-house resources available to 

support such a major focus on commercial development and marketing.  
The framework identifies opportunities to develop and embed skills and 
resources across the organisation, as well as indicating where external 
resource could support business outcomes.  In the case of the latter, 
each business case should be reviewed individually to assess the 
potential financial benefit of any investment. 

 
Contact Officer:  Mike James 

Lead officer – Marketing & Communications 
Selby District Council  
mjames@selby.gov.uk 

 
 
Appendices: 
 
Appendix A – Strategy Overview  
 
Appendix B – Work Programme 
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A marketing strategy that delivers quick wins, builds new markets and supports our political priorities 

Commercial and marketing strategy 
Appendix A: strategy overview 

Marketing to 
support business 
development 

Marketing to develop 
reputation and 
develop marketplace 

Marketing to improve 
customer satisfaction

 
 
 

Why? Direct impact on 
income generation by 
encouraging take‐up of 
charged services 

Why? Supporting
potential markets by 
developing reputation 
of Access Selby as a 
distinct entity 

Why?  Added value to 
the Core: supporting 
political process and 
priorities 

Separate annual 
report and ‘suite’ of 
docs 

Street Scene

Separating AS media management 

Leisure

Demonstrating value for money 
R&D 

‘Marketing’ 
core group to 
manage 
product 
development 

Identify ‘quick wins’ 
for income 
generation 2011/12 

Develop ‘toolkit’ to support new product 
development for 2012/13 onwards 

Individual team 
product 
development 

‘Launch’ event to develop local 
marketplace 

Roll‐out 
of AS 
brand 

Developing AS online presence (added value to the 
Core: also supporting customer interaction and 
channel shift) 
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The following milestones are presented within the three core strands of the commercial and marketing strategy (see appendix A). 
Milestone  Apr 12  May 12  Jun 12  Jul 12  Aug 12  Sept 12  Oct 12  Nov 12  Dec 12  Jan 13  Feb 13  Mar 13 
Business 
development 

                       

External challenge to 
strategy 

                       

Procure specialist 
support to roll‐out 
‘quick win’ products 

                       

Engage with Lead 
Officers re. potential 
product 
development/market 
analysis 

                       

Develop and 
implement 
programme of staff 
training and support 

                       

Develop and 
implement ‘quick 
win’ product 
marketing 

                       

Develop framework 
to support new 
product 
development 

                       

Review new 
products/services 
opportunities 

                       

Map  and deliver 
staff training needs 
to support 2nd stage 
marketing progs 
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Develop 2nd stage 
product marketing 
programmes 

                       

Map  and deliver 
staff training needs 
to support 2nd stage 
programme 

                       

Developing the 
marketplace 
 

                       

Development of base 
marketing materials 
for Access Selby 

WWT 
review 
document 

    Access 
Selby 
annual 
report 

               

Separation of AS 
staff success for 
external media 
relations 

                       

Review marketing 
service to maximise 
capacity 

                       

Direct engagement 
with potential NY 
authority partners 

                       

Access Selby ‘open 
for business’ event 

      Potential 
event 
date 

  Potential 
event date 

           

Post‐event customer 
profiling database 

                       

Review Access Selby 
‘online presence’ 
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Improving 
satisfaction 
Leisure services 
 

                       

Street Scene 
 

                       

Value for money 
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Agenda Item No:     5.ii.a 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To:    Access Selby Board  
Date:   11 June 2012 
Author:  Dylan Jones/Dean Richardson/Vanessa Crane/Ralph Gill 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Title:   Welfare Reform 
 
Summary: To provide an update on emerging welfare reform changes and their 

potential impact upon the residents of Selby District.   
 
Recommendation:  
 
To note, report is for information purposes only. 
 
1.  Background 
 
1.1 What is the Welfare Reform?  
 
1.2 The Welfare Reform Act proposes significant changes to the benefit system 

and received royal assent in March 2012. The Act provides for the introduction 
of a 'Universal Credit' to replace a range of existing means-tested benefits and 
tax credits for people of working age, starting from 2013.  

 
1.3 In addition to introducing Universal Credit and related measures, the Act 

makes other significant changes to the benefits system.  
 
1.4 Key areas of change which are implemented from April 2013 are: - 
 

• Introduces Personal Independence Payments to replace the current 
Disability Living Allowance. 

• Restricts Housing Benefit entitlement for social housing tenants based 
upon occupancy & room criteria - this is to bring it in line with housing 
benefit in the private rented sector.  

• Up-rates Local Housing Allowance rates by the Consumer Price Index, 
which means that the rates are no longer based on market evidence.  

• Amends the forthcoming statutory child maintenance scheme.  
• Limits the payment of contributory Employment and Support Allowance to 

a 12-month period. 
• Caps the total amount of benefit that can be claimed – initially by reducing 

housing benefit entitlement. 
 
1.5 The above changes are likely to affect our residents as in many cases peoples 

current accommodation may no longer be affordable due to the shortfall 
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between the rents they are liable to pay and the amount housing benefit will 
pay. This in turn may leave households with increased rent arrears, possible 
evictions and increase the levels of homelessness.  

 
1.6 Some working age residents may choose to leave their accommodation on 

affordability grounds however, the proposed changes do not affect pension 
age people who can under occupy their property without any supplements 
being deducted.  

 
1.7 Changes to Local Housing Allowance (LHA) already introduced, from April 

2011, meant that housing benefit only meets private rents for the cheapest 
three out of every ten properties in the area. This presents a risk of people 
living in unsuitable or poor quality accommodation due to affordability. The 
government has already identified this issue and provided each local authority 
additional funding to help tackle the impacts of welfare reform and is paid 
through the housing benefit scheme and is commonly known as Discretionary 
Housing Payment (DHP).  This should be used to ensure that families are not 
made homeless and that local authorities are not required to use their own 
temporary accommodation to resolve the issue. DHP funding is however 
limited and is intended to offer a temporary one off solution.  

 
1.8 The Benefits team within Access Selby has started to analyse their current 

and historical data and identify claimants that would be affected by the reform 
if their circumstances remained the same at the point of implementation. 
Details of the impacts are given below. 

 
2.  Impact of Changes 
 
2.1 From January 2012 the criteria for shared room rent in the private sector has 

increased from the age of 25 to 35. This means that anyone who is 25-35 that 
was in receipt of a one bedroom allowance through the old LHA rates will have 
their housing benefit reduced to shared room rate, potentially making their 
property unaffordable. This currently affects 56 of our current households 
claiming housing benefit in the district, which we have already written to make 
them aware of the situation and have advised them to contact the housing 
options service. This change will only affect single people.   

 
2.2 From April 2013 there will be a cap on LHA rates. Previously the rate took into 

consideration the local housing market areas and also the number of 
bedrooms required for the household. We expect to see the following: 
• Claims with no shortfall in rent- 386  
• Claims with a shortfall in rent - 696  
• An additional 223 households will see an increased shortfall in their rent 

when the transitional period ends  
• The average shortfall in rent is currently £35.73pw  
• 248 cases – shortfall over £40 per week  

 
2.3 In April 2013 we will see the introduction of size criteria rules being applied to 

the social housing market also and this will reduce benefit entitlement for 
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anyone who is under occupying any social housing property that is larger then 
their need. This will restrict housing benefit by a percentage of rent.  

 
2.4 This change applies to working age people only and the percentage rates to 

be applied are: 
• One bedroom under occupied – 14% of rent to be paid by the tenant  
• Two bedroom or more under occupied – 25% of rent to be paid by the 

tenant  
 
2.5 Our current data shows that 419 households are currently under occupying by 

one bedroom and 150 households are under occupying by two or more 
bedrooms. 

 
2.6 The numbers that have already been highlighted are only showing figures in 

our own stock and also consideration needs to be given for the tenants of 
other social landlords stock throughout the district who will also be affected 
and will be advised by their landlord to contact our housing options team for 
further assistance. The figures in the Council’s Strategic Housing Market 
Assessment (SHMA) indicates that there are approximately 6,267 rented 
properties in the District out of a total of 34, 246 properties and potentially all 
of these could be affected by the changes. 

 
2.7 It is proposed that Access Selby will undertake the following work to scope 

impact: 
• Obtain details of the number of bedrooms for all new and current claims. 

This amounts to1,200 claims at the moment and increasing due to the 
current economic outlook.  

• Will need to contact all Social Rented Sector (SRS) landlords within the 
district to ask for this information. 

• Carry out an assessment of whether the claimants are under occupying, 
reassess their claim and inform those affected and their landlord of this 
and the rate of reduction. 

 
2.8 Contacting landlords across the district needs to commence as soon as the         

enabling regulations that are attached to the Welfare Reform Act are 
published which is likely to be in October 2012. In Selby there are over 1000 
Registered Provider properties that will need to be contacted to obtain details 
of bedroom numbers to determine benefit entitlement. 

 
2.9 From October 2013 there is the national roll out of Universal Credit. Between 

October 2013 and April 2014 those making a new claim that are unemployed 
will receive universal credit in place of jobseekers allowance, employment 
support allowance, housing benefit, working tax credit or child tax credit. 

 
2.10 This will give claimants a weekly payment of social benefits and housing 

benefits which is paid directly to the tenants. Direct payment to Landlords will 
cease and claimants will manage their own financial affairs and become 
financially autonomous.  
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2.11 Welfare reform will significantly impact upon the community and Access Selby 
as an organisation. Specifically, the most significant impact is likely to be on 
the following business areas: Benefits & Local Taxation, Debt Control, Contact 
Centre & Community Support and Housing Options. Access Selby 
Management Group (AS-MG) will continue to review the operational 
implications of the Welfare Reform agenda and organise Access Selby 
resources effectively and within the Access Selby commission & cost 
envelope. This includes utilisation of transformation resource to inform 
resource planning which is currently and intentionally being focussed upon the 
Benefits business area. This also includes a bid to DWP (Department for Work 
& Pensions) to support development of Universal Credit to provide sub 
regional community support. 

 
3.  Financial Implications:  
 
3.1 The report has highlighted significant impacts for the community and Access 

Selby associated with the Welfare Reform Act. Access Selby Management 
Group (AS-MG) will continue to review the operational implications of the 
Welfare Reform agenda and organise Access Selby resources effectively and 
within the Access Selby commission & cost envelope particularly as the 
administration grants from DWP will reduce as claimants migrate to Universal 
credit and to local Council Tax support.  This includes utilisation of 
transformation resource to inform resource planning which is currently and 
intentionally being focussed upon the Benefits business area.  

 
3.2 The range of support available is displayed in annex 1. This includes financial 

support, in specific circumstances and is within the Access Selby commission 
and cost envelope. 

 
3.3 Development of schemes involving loans may require independent financial 

advice to customers, compliant with financial services authority requirements 
and regulations and it is likely that this component of support packages would 
need to be commissioned potentially negotiated through existing & established 
commissioning arrangements with Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB). 

 
3.4 The DWP (Department for Work & Pensions) bid referred to above is 

approximately, £700,000 for the sub region. 
 
4.  HR/Legal implications: 
 
4.1 Development of support packages, specifically loans for the prevention of 

repossessions will require engagement with legal to develop and implement 
loan agreements.  

 
4.2 Access Selby Management Group (AS-MG) will continue to review the 

operational implications of the Welfare Reform agenda and organise Access 
Selby resources effectively and within the Access Selby commission & cost 
envelope. This includes utilisation of transformation resource to inform 
resource planning.  
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Annex 1. Supporting Our Community - Welfare Reform. 
 
The following is a summary of the range of support currently provided and being 
developed to support the community through welfare reform. This should be read 
alongside annex 2 attached. 
 
Choice Based Lettings  
 
The Council has previously adopted a sub regional (North Yorkshire) Allocations 
Policy – Choice Based Lettings (CBL) in respect of Council and partner Housing 
Association properties for rent and shared ownership properties for sale.The register 
is an open register for all eligible people to apply including existing tenants who 
request a transfer. The process establishes the applicant’s housing need and 
prioritises those who urgently need assistance and require social housing.  
 
Mutual Exchange 
 
A mutual exchange is where two or more existing tenants exchange their properties, 
with their landlord’s permission throughout the partnership area. This is a key tool 
due to be implemented prior to the forthcoming welfare changes to create movement 
of existing tenants into more suitable affordable accommodation.  
 
Bond Guarantee Scheme 
 
The Bond Guarantee Scheme exists to enable customers to gain access to privately 
rented accommodation, overcoming their inability to provide a landlord's bond or 
deposit. Couples and single persons can apply for the scheme as long as they are in 
receipt of a means tested benefit.  
 
Access to Private Rented Sector (PRS) through shared accommodation  
 
Development work has commenced on a potential scheme to assist single, non 
statutory homeless people, to overcome financial barriers to gain access to the 
private rented sector, taking into consideration the forthcoming welfare changes. The 
scheme would seek to match clients with private landlords and provide support to 
both parties in order for tenancies to be maintained.  
 
Eligible clients for such a scheme are single people or couples without dependants 
who are:  

• Homeless but not in priority need, 
• Working with Housing Options and likely to be eligible as homeless but not in 

a priority need, 
• Living in supported accommodation and ready to move on into privately rented 

accommodation with appropriate support  
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Housing Benefit Application 
 
Housing Benefit provides help with paying rent and Council Tax Benefit provides help 
with your council tax, if you are on a low income. 
 
Discretionary Housing Payment 
 
Discretionary Housing Payments are made where a person in receipt of benefits 
needs extra financial help with their housing costs. This was previously administered 
by Benefits. However, it is proposed that a panel will be set up comprising Benefits 
and Housing Options business areas to consider need and the range of support 
options available (not just DHP). An application will be made to the panel to see if a 
short term solution can be offered with a referral into a longer term option if 
necessary via Housing Options.   
 
Young Person Homeless Hub (Time-Out Scheme) 
 
This scheme is available for 16-25 year olds that are at risk of homelessness after a 
completion of an assessment of support needs. The scheme has been implemented 
to assist young people in achieving positive outcomes and independent living by 
taking a multi agency approaching ensuring that adequate support is available for all 
young people. These young people are at risk, young people near the edge of care 
or leaving care, young offenders, teenage parents, young people with learning 
disabilities, unaccompanied asylum seekers and other young homeless people. This 
is currently provided in partnership with Foundation Housing, using three of our 
accommodation units at Ousegate Hostel. 
 
Night Stop 
 
Night Stop provides emergency temporary accommodation for homeless young 
people between the ages of 16 and 25 years in the homes of trained volunteer hosts. 
The scheme offers young people them a safe, warm and understanding home 
environment in a Volunteer's house.  The offer of placement is dependant on a Police 
check to check for suitability of the scheme of which is assessed through the Housing 
Options team.  
 
Mortgage Rescue Scheme 
 
The Mortgage Rescue scheme is a national government scheme into which housing 
options refer clients. It is to assist people who are having serious difficulties making 
mortgage repayments and are in danger of becoming homeless through 
repossession. The scheme allows owner occupiers, who are struggling with 
repayments, to sell the property to a Registered Social Landlord (RSL) and rent the 
property back and to gain assistance with household bills through alternative 
measures such as rent paid through housing benefit. To be eligible for the scheme 
the client must meet the following criteria  

• Be at risk of homelessness  
• Be a priority need under the homeless legislation 
• Income less the £60k  
• The client doesn’t own a second home, including a home abroad 
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• The value of the mortgage (and any loans taken out against the home) is 
less than 120 per cent of the value of the home 

• The property is valued at less the £140,000 
 
Preventing Repossession Fund 
 
Preventing Repossessions Funds (PRF) provides an additional option for local 
authorities to consider when tackling repossessions. This can be achieved by offering 
small interest free loans, or grants, to at risk households. Lenders often commence 
possession action on very small amounts of arrears where they cannot see evidence 
that the borrower will be able to address their financial situation.  In many cases it is 
secondary borrowing that is the barrier to this. Small loans can address immediate 
short term financial difficulties, allow ‘breathing space’ and avoid households 
becoming homeless due to mortgage possession or rent arrears.  
  
Examples of how a Preventing Repossessions Fund can be used to stabilise a 
household’s financial situation include:  

• Interest free loans to pay off additional secured loans  
• Loans to reduce arrears in exchange for lenders writing down debt to a 

more manageable level  
• Brokering a three-way agreement between borrower (hardship payment), 

lender (writing off debt) and Local Authority (interest free loan)  
• Paying towards rent arrears that have been unavoidable  

The criteria for the scheme is  
• Applicant is homeless or at risk of homelessness 
• Applicant is in priority need, or a member of the household who it is 

reasonable to expect to live with the applicant is.  
• The loan must be suitable and affordable and an appropriate option 
• A financial statement and money advice has been obtained from an 

independent financial advisor 
 
 Tenancy Support Scheme 
 
This is a proposed scheme to provide support to customers who have been identified 
as vulnerable and require additional help and support to sustain their Council or 
Housing partner’s tenancy.  
 
Eligible clients would be single people or couples that: 

• Are identified through Community Officers, Housing Options or Debt Support 
Officers and other statutory agencies that have been identified as vulnerable 
residents with high level of support needs that require additional support in 
order for the client to sustain their own tenancy.  

• New or existing tenants who are showing that they are not managing to cope 
or sustain the tenancy.  

• Introductory tenants that are at early stages/ showing signs that the tenancy 
conditions are not being adhered to.  
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IDAS 
 
Independent Domestic Abuse Service is a charity that provides comprehensive 
support services to all those experiencing or affected by domestic abuse. IDAS can 
offer temporary accommodation in a form of a women’s refuge so that a victim can 
be have a safe and secure environment to return to.   
 
Temporary Accommodation (Council’s Hostels – Ousegate & Edgerton Lodge) 
 
This is the provision of temporary accommodation for the homeless in either of the 
two hostels (Ousegate Lodge & Edgerton Lodge) if the applicant is at risk of 
homeless according to the Housing Act and the Housing Options advisors has a 
reason to believe that the applicant is in a priority need category. (See annex 1 for 
definitions of homeless & priority)  
 
The accommodation will be terminated should the client breach the terms of their 
contract or the Council discharges its homelessness duty.  
 
Making Safe Scheme 
 
The primary aim of ‘Making Safe’ is to keep victims of domestic abuse and their 
families’ safe within their own home by removing the perpetrator of the domestic 
abuse and assisting to find alternative accommodation.  
 
The scheme aims to reduce risks to those involved in domestic incidents and reduce 
the opportunity for a repeat incident to occur but is only available to males. It is 
administered by Foundation Housing with the police 7 Probation service and Housing 
Options. 
 
Housing Benefit Transitional Funding 
 
This is a fund provided to local authority Benefit teams for “targeted support to help to 
meet the housing needs of claimants affected by housing benefit reforms. The money 
is to be used to prevent homelessness by negotiating with landlords, supporting 
people who need to move, and giving money advice. These funds are not intended to 
meet any new burdens. Examples of potential use of funding can include:  

• Support for Housing Options or Homelessness teams to deal with customers 
affected by the reforms;  

• Obtaining services, such as money advice or help finding work, provided by 
partner organisations;  

• Help with moving and removal costs. 
 
Local Housing Allowance 
 
Local Housing Allowance is a way of working out claims for Housing Benefit for 
tenants renting accommodation from a private landlord for people who are on a low 
income.  
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Local Housing Allowance rates are set for different types of accommodation in each 
area. The rates range from a single room in a shared house, up to properties with 
four bedrooms. 
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Definition of Risk of Homelessness 
 
The Housing Act creates several ways in which a person can be legally 
homeless. If a person has an address somewhere in the world, s/he can still 
be homeless if that address  

• Is not one that the applicant has a legal right to occupy: or 
• Is not available or 
• Is one which the applicant cant gain entry to  
• Is one which it is not reasonable to continue to occupy  

 
A person is threatened with homelessness if it is likely that s/he will become 
homeless within 28 days 
 
Priority Need  
 
The following persons have a priority need for accommodation:  

• Pregnant women or a person with whom she resides or might 
reasonably be expected to reside 

• A person with who dependant children reside or might be reasonable 
be expected to reside 

• A person who is vulnerable as a result of old age, mental illness or 
handicap or physical disability or other special reason or with whom 
such a person resides or might be reasonable expected to reside. 

• A person who is homeless or threatened with homelessness as a result 
of an emergency such as flood, fire or other disaster.  

 
The vulnerability test is: 
‘whether the applicant, as a result of a particular factor, will be less able to 
fend for him/herself when homeless then an ordinary homeless person, so 
that injury or detriment will result to him when a less vulnerable person would 
be able to cope without harmful effects.  
 
Intentionally Homeless 
The Council must be satisfied that the applicant is intentionally homeless by 
applying this test  
A person has become homeless intentionally if: 
1. S/he deliberately does or fails to do something 
2. In consequence of which 
3. S/he ceases to occupy accommodation 
4. Which is available for his/her occupation? 
5. And which it would have been reasonable for him/her to continue to occupy  
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Housing Options Available and Criteria 
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Application to Choice Based lettings X X X X X X X X X X  X X 
Application to Mutual Exchange  X X X  X X X     X X 

Bond Guarantee Scheme  X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Access to PRS through PRS worker in shared 

accommodation 
X  X  X X X X X X X X X 

Housing Benefit Application X X X X X X X  X X X X X 
Discretionary Housing Payment via application to Panel X X X X X X X  X  X X X 

Young Person Homeless Hub (Time Out) (16-25) X X X X X  X  X X X X X 
Night Stop X X X X   X   X  X X 

Privately Rented Accommodation  X X X X X X X X  X X X X 
Mortgage Rescue Scheme X X    X X X    X X 

Preventing Repossession Fund X X    X X X X   X X 
Tenancy Support Scheme  X X X  X X X     X X 
IDAS – Accommodation  X X X X X X X X X X  X  

SDC’s Temporary Accommodation  X X  X X X X X X X  X X 
Making Safe Scheme  X X X X X X X X X  X   

Housing Benefit Transitional Funding X X X  X X X  X X X X X 
Local Housing Allowance  X X X X  X X  X  X X X 
Housing Options Advice X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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Agenda Item No:     5.ii.b 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To:    Access Selby Board  
Date:   11 June 2012 
Author:  Dylan Jones/Dean Richardson/Ralph Gill 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Title:  The Impacts of Localising Council Tax.   
 
Summary: To provide an update on the impact on localising Council Tax. 
 
Recommendations:  
 
i. A ‘bid’ be prepared outlining the potential costs of implementing 

each option in order to access the funding awarded to the 
Council. 

ii  When a scheme is chosen a project plan to deliver and implement 
the changes will commence to meet the deadlines. 

iii. Further work be done to model the impacts on Access Selby’s 
other business areas. 

iv. The implications for the Service Level Agreement are noted be 
assessed as the implications become clearer, and negotiations 
with the Core commence as soon as practicable. 

 
1. Background          
 
1.1 The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) has placed in the 

Welfare Reform Act 2012 a measure to end the current Council Tax 
Benefit Scheme on the 31st March 2013. 

  
1.2 The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) has 

stated that each billing authority must put in place a local scheme for 
providing financial support to liable people on low incomes. This will be 
classed as a Council Tax discount rather than a state welfare benefit 
and it will be for each authority to decide on their own scheme in the 
spirit of ‘Localism’. 

  
1.3 Under the current Council Tax Benefit scheme the Council pays out 

approximately £4.7m to 5,500 households across the district. These 
payments are covered by the Council Tax Subsidy Scheme.  

  
1.4 The Key features of the proposals to localise Council Tax are as 

follows: - 
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• The amount of subsidy local government receives to cover to 
cover CTB will reduce by 10%. 

• Pensioners will be protected under the new arrangements and will 
continue to receive CTB as they do now. Under the Council Tax 
Benefit scheme. However, it is expected that from April 2014 that 
Department for Communities and Local Government will choose 
not to uprate the personal allowances and premiums for 
pensioners. 

• Unlike at present, there will not be any additional grant awarded if 
demand is higher than anticipated. 

• The risk associated with the scheme will be shared by the major 
precepting bodies through the impact that the change will have on 
the Council Tax Base (equally, any profits made by the scheme 
will also be proportionally shared). 

• Council must work to a tight deadline to have a local scheme in 
place by January 2013 or a national default scheme will be 
imposed on the Council. 

  
1.5 A sub-regional project, involving the Revenues and Benefit Managers 

Council’s across North Yorkshire (including a representative from 
Access Selby), is underway to work up a collaborative approach to this 
change. 

 
1.6 Based on our knowledge of the proposals, there are three options to 

provide a local scheme (these may change subject to the regulations 
being published circa October 2012): - 

  
• Option 1 - Default scheme – Continue with the existing Council 

Tax scheme and absorb the full cost of the cut (which would mean 
cutting costs elsewhere, using reserves or increasing Council Tax 
generally) 

• Option 2 - Pass the cut on to all unprotected claimants. 
• Option 3 - Pass on the cut to other groups of Council Tax payers 

by removing or reducing exemptions. 
 
1.7 The Executive will consider the options and implications once the 

regulations are published. 
 
 2. Implications for Access Selby 
 
2.1 The Department for Works and Pensions has given the Council 

transitional funding of £84,000 per year for a two year period to support 
the implementation of the scheme particularly in relation to required IT 
system changes. It is expected that Access Selby will manage and 
where necessary undertake the implementation work and therefore 
preparation of a ‘bid’ (including an outline project plan for whichever 
option is chosen) will be required to access any additional funding 
needed to cover this work. 
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2.2 The Localisation of Council Tax support will significantly impact upon 
the community and Access Selby as an organisation. Specifically, the 
most significant impact is likely to be on the following business areas: 
Benefits & Local Taxation, Debt Control, Contact Centre & Community 
Support and Housing Options. The nature of this impact will very much 
depend on the option ultimately chosen. 

 
2.3 Access Selby Management Group (AS-MG) will monitor the sub 

regional framework project and utilise resources effectively within the 
Access Selby commission & cost envelope. This includes utilisation of 
transformation resource to inform resource planning which is currently 
and intentionally being focussed upon the Benefits and Local Taxation 
business area.  

 
2.4 Access Selby is working closely with the other North Yorkshire 

Authorities including York on a sub regional Council Tax support 
framework to ensure consistency, efficiency and speed of delivery of a 
new scheme. The framework will be flexible to be adapted to each 
authority’s individual requirements. 

 
 
3. Legal and Financial implications:  
 
3.1  HR/Legal implications: 
 

A Council’s Localised Council Tax scheme must be publicised in 
accordance with the regulations (which are due circa October 2012) 
and agreement reached with all precepting authorities. This will be 
incorporated into the project plan to mitigate this risk. Should 
agreement not be reached or members of the public are not in 
agreement with the scheme then there is a risk of Judicial Review 
challenge. A secondary consequence of this is that the Council will be 
forced to adopt the default scheme whilst the Judicial Challenge is 
resolved. 
 

3.2 Financial implications 
 

The implications for Access Selby will depend on the option chosen by 
the Council for the delivery of the Localised Support Framework. This 
will need to be reflected as part of the negotiations on the Service Level 
Agreement between both organisations and the cost envelope.  There 
is a risk that increased costs associated with localising Council Tax 
support will impact on other service areas if there is no overall increase 
in Access Selby’s cost envelope. 
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Option Key Features Impact on Access Selby Financial Implications for Access Selby 
Option 1 –  
 
National framework 
– retain existing CTB 
scheme and absorb 
the full cost of the 
cut (also known as 
the default scheme) 
 

 Retain existing CTB scheme 

 The major precepting 
authorities (County / Police / 
District / Fire) would bear 
the burden in relation to 
their share of the Council 
Tax through a reduced 
Council Tax Base. 

 Current Council Tax Benefit 
system software to be 
retained 

 
 

 
 No (or minimal) software changes 

needed – cost impact will be low 
 
 No impact or changes for  claimants – 

No additional contacts from members 
of the public expected 

 
 Staff already experienced in dealing 

with the CTB scheme – No additional 
training required 

 
 

 
 From the major precepting authorities, Selby 

District Council’s share of the Council Tax on a 
Band D property is 10.7%.  The cost would be 
£53k to absorb the cut – To be negotiated as 
part of the SLA. 

 
 Should caseloads increase there could be a 

liability for both the Council and Access Selby 
as no additional grant would be received from 
government to cover the shortfall – To be 
negotiated as part of the SLA. 

 
 

Option Key Features Impact on Access Selby Financial Implications for Access Selby 
Option 2 –  
 
Pass cut on to un-
protected claimants 
 

 Pensioners protected 

 Vulnerable groups within 
the working age caseload 
(i.e. those with children or 
the disabled) may also be 
protected (subject to the 
details of the regulations)  

 Working Age people would 
be required to pay 35% to 
40% of the Council Tax 
irrespective of their ability to 

 
 Would require significant software 

changes – This would require a 
bespoke software package.  DWP has 
given each authority a fund of £84,000 
per year for the 2012/13 financial year 
and again for the 2013/14 financial 
year to plan for implementation which 
could include software changes. This 
will support the sub regional framework 
and implementation of the project plan. 

 
 54% of the Council Tax Benefit 

caseload are pensioners and would be 

 
 Impact on income and recovery rates. 

 
 Potential 1.5% to 3% reduction in Council Tax 

Collection Rates and increase in recovery and 
collection costs – Income rates could be 
reduced relevant to the Cost Envelope, the 
SLA and the approach to recovering debts. 
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pay protected.  The remaining 46% of the 
caseload who are of working age may 
not be able to pay – This will result in 
increased demand on Access Selby 
resources which will be examined in 
the project plan. 

 
 Review of the Benefits and Local 

Taxation team through current 
transformation project to help address 
the above.  

 
Option Key Features Impact on Access Selby Financial Implications for Access Selby 
Option 3 –  
 
Pass the cut on by 
removing or 
reducing council tax 
exemptions (The 
preferred option)  
 

 
 Class A – Vacant premises, 

which require or are 
undergoing or have recently 
undergone major repair 
including structural repairs  

 
 Class C – Premises  that 

have been unoccupied and 
substantially unfurnished for 
less than six months 

 
 Long-term empty dwellings 

and Second Homes 

 

 
 Potentially no (or limited) software 

changes – minimal ICT costs and staff 
training..  DWP has given each 
authority a fund of £84,000 per year for 
the 2012/13 financial year and again 
for the 2013/14 financial year to plan 
for implementation which could include 
software changes. This will support the 
sub regional framework and 
implementation of the project plan. 

 
 Direct cost of cuts is not passed onto 

those in poverty – Contacts made with 
Community Team, Contact Centre and 
Benefits & Local Taxation Team would 
not increase significantly 

 
 Those with empty or uninhabitable 

properties will have reduced 

 
 Class A – Currently granted for up to 12 

months the value of this exemption was £111k 
for 11/12 – Low risk, likely to achieve the 10% 
saving for the Council.  

 
 Class C – Currently granted for a maximum of 

6 months, the value of this exemption is £647k 
for 11/12 - Low risk, likely to achieve the 10% 
saving for the Council.  

 
 Long-term empty dwellings and second homes 

– Currently a 10% discount is applied to the 
Council Tax bill where no-one has been 
resident in a house for over 6 months.  This is 
currently applied to 452 dwellings and the 
value of the discount is £54k for 11/12 -  Low 
risk, likely to achieve the 10% saving for the 
Council.  
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exemptions from a full Council Tax bill 
– This amount to currently 452 
properties and with limited training, 
both the Benefits and Local Taxation 
team and Debt Recovery Team will be 
able to deal with this change within 
their existing structures. The DWP 
funding could be utilised to provide this 
training. 

 
 Those with long-term empty properties  

(this currently amounts to 439 
properties) would have to pay the full 
Council Tax – Same comments as 
above applies 

 
 

 Limited financial exposure for all precepting 
authorities and Selby District Council – The 
knock on effect is a limited impact on the cost 
envelope/financial liabilities passed onto 
Access Selby. 

 
 Potentially could encourage empty homes 

back into use – Full Council tax payment 
would be realised and New Homes Bonus 
could be achieved. Relevant to the SLA and 
future investment opportunities.  
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Agenda Item No:     5.iii 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To:    Access Selby Board 
Date:   11th June 2012 
Author: Eve Williams – Business Manager 
   
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Access Selby Business Plan Development 2013/14.  
 
Summary: The purpose of this report is to update Access Selby Board 

regarding the approach to developing the Business Plan 
2013/14 and report on work to date.  

 
Recommendation 
 
To consider the report attached and endorse the approach outlined to 
developing the business plan specifically the workshop objectives 
scheduled for the 25th June 2012.   
 
1. Background  

1.1   Access Selby whilst integral to Selby District Council are required to 
develop a business plan to focus and guide strategic and operational 
delivery.  

1.2  This plan should enable support to corporate council objectives whilst 
allowing for growth of the Access Selby business over the medium 
term.  

1.3  The business plan must enable clarity of purpose for the Access Selby 
business underpinned by sound financial assumptions. 

 
1.4  The plan will be used to focus resources to priorities and reflects 

aspirations for business growth beyond its sole client, the Core.  
 
1.5  The development of an external focused business plan is required from 

April 2013 to underpin and expand the commercial direction of Access 
Selby.   

 
1.4 The SLA agreed by the Executive in February 2012 requires the 

production of a Business Plan for consideration by October 2012 to 
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align with SDC corporate planning process and financial management 
of the Council overall.  

 
1.5 In developing the business plan it is important to engage stakeholders 

in redefining the access Selby vision, purpose and priorities in this 
commercial context.  

 
1.6  The business plan provides the ultimate reference point for strategic 

development in Access Selby, for example marketing and business 
development.  

 
1.6  A detailed project plan is available to guide the plan development and 

completion of the plan by January 2013. This aligns with the corporate 
planning process for Selby District Council.  

 
1.7      To date the following activity has taken place 
 

o Production of discussion document to inform BP development & 
meeting with Directors to clarify scope (01/12) 

o Desk top review of business plan ‘products’ and environmental 
scanning re competitors (02/12) 

o Challenge session with Directors & Business Managers to 
inform plan scope; business vision and SWOT analysis (04/12) 

o Challenge session with Lead Officers to inform assessment of 
business SWOT analysis (04/12) 

o Review of SLA development & key indicators (05/12) 
o Assessment of productivity in key business areas to inform 

potential for growing the business (linked to key projects 12/13)  
  
1.8  Moving forward the priority activity to July 2012 is 
  

o Deliver Access Selby Board challenge session to inform 
commercial Business Plan development (06/12) 

o Align marketing strategy and approach to business plan context 
(06/12) 

o Engage and inform SDC Senior Management Team in 
developing the business vision (06/12) 

o Continue to baseline business demand and productivity to 
inform priority options for business growth (07/12) 

o Continue to review and develop SMART measures of business 
performance 

o Commence plan development and draft production (07/12) 
 
1.9  The workshop scheduled with Access Selby Board for the 25th June 

2012 will seek to further develop the business strategy and business   
objectives for Access Selby 2013 and beyond. This is integral to the 
future commercial development of Access Selby and the production of 
a new business plan. 

 
2. Conclusion 
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2.1  The development of a commercially focused business plan for Access 

Selby is an important next step in establishing Access Selby as a 
service provider for others. It is an opportunity to think beyond the 
current local government model of business planning and is a look to 
the future development of the Access Selby brand both in terms of 
financial sustainability and a provider of choice.  

 
3.       Legal/Financial Controls and other Policy matters 
 
3.1    Legal Issues – None known 
 
3.2    Financial Issues - No specific issues known 
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Agenda Item No:     5.iv 
_____________________________________________________________   
 
To:    Access Selby Board  
Date:   11th June 2012 
Author: Eve Williams – Business Manager 
   
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Access Selby Risk Register Review 2012/13 
 
Summary: The purpose of this report is to update Access Selby Board 

regarding work completed to review the Access Selby Risk 
Register 2012/13.  

 
Recommendation 
 
To consider the report attached and endorse the actions taken to further 
improve the management of risk across the business.  
 
1.  Background  

1.1  Access Selby have identified and are managing key business risks. 
These align to the delivery of business plan priorities and wider 
corporate risks of Selby District Council.  

1.2  Integral to the review of business performance at year end and in 
managing the business plan priorities 12/13 all corporate business risks 
have been assessed and where appropriate risks have been merged. 

 
1.3  Risks requiring active management (with a score of 12 or over) and 

risks within tolerance and require monitoring (score 1-11) are identified.  
 
1.4  Opportunities have been taken to refresh action plans where required 

and further consider how risks can be managed in a dynamic way for 
example through project delivery.  

 
1.5   The revised risk register is loaded onto the Covalent performance 

management system and enables a picture of overall business 
performance at any one time. It is recognized that good risk 
management is integral to excellent performance management.  

 
1.6  The revised risk register is attached at Appendix A for consideration.  
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1.7  It is worthy of note that the strategic programme for 12/13 and the key 

2. Conclusion 

.1  The risks outlined continue to be closely monitored and action plans 

3.       Legal/Financial Controls and other Policy matters 

.1    Legal Issues – None known 

.2    Financial Issues - No specific issues known 

projects agreed further support effective risk management and link to 
the corporate risks detailed.  
 

 
2

have been developed for all risks requiring active management.  

 
3
 
3
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Access Selby Risk Register 2012-2014 
 
Report Type: Risks Report 
Report Author: Data & Systems 

Generated on: 23 May 2012 
  

       
Risk Score 16 
Code & Title ASCRR_003 Failure to understand emerging business models 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

 

  

 

Wrong decisions 
around future model 
  
Lack of sustained 
political 'buy in' for 
the new model 
  
AS does not move 
forward into a new 
business model  

  

  

Mark 
Steward 

Identification of options  
Understand legal implications 
Undertake strategic options 
appraisal  
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Risk Score 16 
Code & Title ASCRR_005 Lack appropriate action & investment to develop the business 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

Ensure SLA with CORE contains a 
mechanism to agree profit share 
arrangements.  
Market testing exercise to assess 
potential business opportunities.  
Identify R & D resources and 
develop an R & D programme.  
Marketing Strategy.  
Comprehensive and complete 
schedule of all fees and charges to 
be completed.  
Find and remove areas of 'hidden' 
subsidies.  

  

 

Limits capacity to 
grow 
  
Limits resilience 
  
Access Selby is not 
sustainable 
  
Not competitive 
  
Not able to procure 
new business 
  
Lack of business 
understanding - 
internal/external 
market potential  

  

  

Mark 
Steward 
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_002 Lack of robust business intelligence 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

The Business Intelligence project is 
a key deliverable within the 
Business Plan 2012/2013. This 
project consists of 5 strands:  
 
Data & Systems 
Process 
People & Productivity  
Business Performance  
Strategy & Policy frameworks 
 
This project will manage the risks 
and is intended to ensure a robust 
position for Access Selby in the 
management of information and 
provision of business intelligence.  
 
 

  

 

Loss of credibility & 
confidence in Access 
Selby  
 
Inability to develop 
the business 
  
Lack of understanding 
of business 
costs/ratios/cash 
flows 
  
Unable to take 
advantage of markets 
 
Performance at AS 
does not match 
competitors/potential 
clients/customers  

 Specific projects in 
place & being 
delivered 
 
Work programme for 
2012-2013 agreed 
 
Full year data 
available   

Eve Williams 
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_004 Structure not fit for purpose 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Inability to deliver  
 
Loss of key skills 
  
Lack/loss of 
confidence 
  
Lack of flexible 
resourcing 
  
Could lose new 
business 
opportunities 
  
Loss of income 
  
Reputation damaged  

  

  

Mark 
Steward 

Transformation Projects delivered 
in priority areas to ensure business 
efficiency and effectiveness 
 
Transformation Programme agreed 
2012/13.  
 
Organisational Development 
Strategy and action plan in place. 
 
Performance Contracts 
implemented to manage individual 
and team performance 
 
Performance Indicator monitoring 
using Covalent via ASMG.  

 
 
Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_006 Established contracts and partnerships are inflexible 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Inability to quickly 
respond to changing 
needs  
 
Increased costs due 
to contracted 
commitments e.g. RPI 
 
Restrains AS from 
operating in a 
dynamic commercial 
environment  

  

  

Sarah Smith 

Ensure SLA with CORE and, allow 
for review and for change in 
circumstances.  
Review existing contracts and 
partnership agreements to identify 
opportunities for renegotiation.  
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_007 Failure to meet performance standards 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

 

 

Public dissatisfaction 
  
Loss of business/ 
Opportunities 
  
Loss of confidence in 
AS  

 

  

Eve Williams 

Active management of business 
performance through ASMG & Lead 
Officer structures.  
 
Delivery on the SLA development 
plan and linkage to Business 
Intelligence Project delivery  
 
Improved understanding and 
future profiling of business demand 
and resourcing.  

 
 
Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_008 Members not operating at 'arms-length' 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Access Selby fails to 
grow and develop as 
a 'shadow' arms 
length organisation  

 Progress made with 
AS Board members 
but scope of risk 
needs to include all 
Members 

  

Mark 
Steward 

Board development action plan 
agreed  
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_009 Timing of elections preventing strategic decision making 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Decisions may not be 
made when they need 
to  

  

  

Janette 
Barlow 

Ensure that officers are aware of 
strategic projects at an early level 
and programme them in to be 
dealt with outside the election 
cycle.  
Where a decision must be made 
within the run up to the elections 
members must be briefed on the 
consequences of not making the 
decision.  

 
 
Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_010 Failure to deliver the OD Strategy 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Staff turnover too 
high 
  
Lack of key skills 
  
Inability to attract key 
skills  
 
Poor staff morale 
  
Lack of timely and 
relevant investment 
in staff development  
 
Impact on 
performance  

 Scope of risk has 
changed incorporate 
all previous risks 
which are now 
relevant to delivery 
of the OD Strategy. 
The risk score has 
therefore been 
amended to reflect 
this wider risk. 

  

Dean 
Richardson 

Action plan developed and being 
implemented.  
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_012 Business Continuity Plans are not in place for civil emergencies and service delivery 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Inability to deliver a 
full service  

  

  

Eileen 
Scothern; 

Mark 
Steward 

Review existing BCP's - Review 
programme & prioritisation 
scheduled to commence January 
2012.  
Review civil emergency plans  

 
 
Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_013 Failure to identify/respond to changes in government legislation 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Failure to meet 
stakeholders 
expectations and 
legislation compliance  

 A number of 
significant legislative 
changes are on the 
horizon which could 
have a significant 
impact. 

  

Eileen 
Scothern 

Changes proposed to the benefits 
legislation will require an action 
plan to be formulated and put into 
place to implement the changes.  
Feed impact of changes into the 
budget process.  
Changes proposed as part of the 
Localism Bill will impact on the way 
that the council can deal with 
planning applications. An action 
plan is required to manage the 
changes and to effectively 
implement them.  
Changes proposed to be 
implemented via the deregulation 
of the planning fees.  
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Risk Score 12 
Code & Title ASCRR_018 Financial Assumptions are not correct  
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Failure to deliver 
Access Selby business 
plan priorities and to 

sustain the business. 
Funding gap.  
 
Poor viability of the 
business  
 

  

  

M Steward 
K Iveson   

Monitoring arrangements in place 
to review financial assumptions 
 
Update business plan if/as 
assumptions change  
 

        
 
Risk Score 8 
Code & Title ASCRR_001 Poor understanding of the client's needs and performance specification 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Failure to meet client 
expectations 
  
Perceived failure at 
Access Selby 
  
Poor reputation  

 SLA agreed 
 
Full year KPI and 
work plan delivered 

  

Mark 
Steward 

Review of PIs suite to reflect 
learning gained to date 
  
Protocol for negotiating 'variations' 
to be agreed  
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Risk Score 8 
Code & Title ASCRR_011 Partnerships no longer able to deliver 
 

Risk Description Previous Rating Consequence 
Reason for Score 

Change 
Current Risk Rating Target Risk Rating Managed By Mitigating Actions 

  

 

Direct services not 
delivered to the 
customer  

  

  

 
 Active management of 
partnerships.  
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